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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1. General Introduction 
The competitive nature of the chemical process industry today dictates the need to 
respond to rapidly changing marketplace conditions. This requires synergism between the 
many system technologies that are involved in the decision-making process: measurement, 
control, optimization, and logistics. The control technology thus should be able to encompass 
not only traditional regulatory aspects but also take into accotmt these other technologies in 
an automated and integrated manner. The application of digital computers to process control 
has helped to unify these. The two major areas of application have been acquisition of the 
process data (passive) and manipulation of the process (active). 
The growth of digital technology in the last few decades has also represented a 
challenge to researchers in the field of automatic control in the sense that it made them 
wonder if the basic approach to control system design and application should not be 
reconsidered? Model-based predictive control or simply model predictive control (MFC) is 
one of the advanced control concepts conceived as a part of the answer. MFC is a family of 
controllers where explicit modeling and digital computation play a major role. 
MFC is not a specific control strategy but more of an ample range of control methods 
developed around certain common ideas, which appear, to a greater or lesser degree, in all of 
them. Various versions of MFC have demonstrated their effectiveness in only a few 
industrial applications. 
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The most advantageous feature of this strategy is that it is ideally suited, for 
multivariable control operations. It combines optimization with feedback/feed forward 
control and provides constraint-handling capabilities. As a result, for multivariable 
processes with equal numbers of inputs and outputs, the strategy leads to excellent servo and 
regulatory control. For a process with more outputs than inputs, the user may have tighter 
control of some outputs relative to others. Other advantages of MPC include the fact 
that the resulting control law is linear and is especially useful when future references are 
known. 
Some of the limitations of MPC are that the derivation of the control law is more 
complex, there is lack of some theoretical results on stability and robustness, and benefits 
greatly deteriorate when discrepancies arise between the real process and the model. 
However, a careful weighing of the strengths and the weaknesses of MPC shows that it still 
offers a lot of promise in improving control as compared to conventional controllers. 
2. Model Predictive Control 
MPC has emerged as a powerful tool for dynamic control and optimization. Although 
difE^nt in form, the underlying idea of all MPC schemes is the same and can be stated as 
follows: 
1. A dynamic model and online measurements are used to build a prediction of future output 
behavior expressed in terms of current and foture manipulated moves. 
2. On the basis of the prediction, optimization is performed to find a sequence of input 
moves that minimizes a chosen measure of the output deviation fix>m its respective 
reference values while satisfying all constraints. 
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3. Since the quality of the prediction may improve as more measurements are collected, 
only the first of the calculated input sequences is implemented and the whole 
optimization is repeated at the next sampling time. This so-called "receding horizon 
strategy" makes MPC a feedback control algorithm. 
The basic components of any MPC method are stated below: 
i. The Predictive model 
The predictive model is the core of any MPC system, and the success of the algorithm 
depends heavily on the quality of this model. It therefore becomes imperative to select a 
model structure and a set of model parameters that yield a model with a high degree of 
accuracy. Practical experience with the development of MPC and other types of model-based 
control has shown that, once an adequate dynamic model has been obtained, 80-90% of the 
work is done [I], Several types of model representations have been used for MPC purposes, 
and they can be broadly classified into non-parametric and parametric models. Non-
parametric models are represented by a curve, a fimction, or a table. Examples of these are 
impulse and step response models. Parametric models are characterized by a parameter 
vector of finite dimension, examples being state-space models, transfer fimction models, and 
the like. Another classification of model representation is linear or non-linear. Most of the 
models used in MPC have been linear, but many extensions and modifications have been 
proposed to incorporate non-linear process models as well. Another classification of 
modeling is empirical, theoretical, or semi-empirical. The models used primarily in MPC are 
empirical in nature, in that they require past sampled output data of the process for 
prediction. Empmcal models use a generic "black-box" model type and get the model 
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coefBcients from process data. Semi-empirical models use a phenomenologically based 
model type and get coefficients from relatively little data. 
ii. The Controller 
The control algorithm is primarily an optimizer which minimizes an objective 
function (usually quadratic) in the presence of physical constraints (equalities as well as 
non-equalities). The different controllers within the MFC methodology differ more in their 
choice of model than in their choice of the objective fimction. 
The objective fimction usually consists of: (i) the summation of squares of deviations 
of predicted output from the reference trajectory over the prediction horizon and (ii) another 
term which penalizes excessive control moves. The length of the prediction horizon and the 
control horizon is another factor, which can be varied. Some of the popular MFC controllers 
are Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC), Internal Model Control (IMC), and Generalized 
Predictive Controller (GPQ. DMC uses a step response model and the desired set points for 
the process variable, and the control is pre-computed to be both feasible and optimal. It can 
handle constraints, but it gives poor performance when Interactions are present. IMC uses a 
transfer function model, and the control effort is chosen so as to force model outputs to 
follow deshred trajectories. It is unable to deal with constraints. GPC uses a difference 
equation model, minimizes the deviations from a reference trajectory, and penalizes the 
control actions. It provides an analytical solution in the absence of constraints but has higher 
computational requirements. 
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3. Discussion of Related Literature for Modeling and MPC 
Towards tiie end of the 1970s various articles appeared showing an incipient interest 
in MPC in industry, notably the Richalet et al. publication [2] presenting Model Predictive 
Heuristic Control (MHPC) (later known as Model Algorithmic Control) and the Cutler and 
Ramaker article [3 J with Dynamic Matrix Control (DMC). These controllers were closely 
related to the minimum-time optimal control problem and to linear programming [4]. The 
receding horizon principle is one of the central ideas proposed by Propoi in 1963 [5] within 
the framework of "open loop optimal feedback," which was extensively dealt with in the 
seventies. The advances in the field of MPC have extended in two directions. One has been 
in the field of modeling representation, and the other concerns controller algorithms. The 
advances in the former are discussed first. 
The dynamic process models used in both [2] and [3] were non-parametric, an 
impulse response model for MAC, and a step response model for DMC. Garcia and Morari 
[6] presented an IMC structure using a transfer function model. They later extended it to 
multivariable control and provided a design procedure and some tuning guidelines [7] and 
[8]. Yiu and others [9] presented a MMPC (multivariable MPC) approach using rigorous 
process simulation and statistical data regression in building the model. However, since they 
used steady-state simulation, to be able to incorporate process dynamics, further theoretical 
analysis or practical process tests would have to be done. 
MPC has also been formulated in the state-space context by Morari [10], which 
allowed for the use of well known theorems of the state-space theory. Lee and others [11] 
demonstrated fiirther that the application of state estimation techniques arising from 
stochastic optimal theory can be used for predictions without adding any other complications. 
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Arkun and Hernandez [12] addressed the control of nonlinear systems using a 
polynomial ARX (Auto Regressive with. eXogeneous input) modeL Holcomb and others [13] 
proposed some tools for building nonlinear models using input/output data. They developed 
techniques that build on results fitim nonlinear time series analysis, classical statistics, and 
chemometrics to arrive at nonlinear ARMAX models. Lee and Ricker [14] have formulated a 
state observer-based nonlinear model predictive control technique using successive 
linearization. In their work, based on local linear approximations, state measurement 
equations are computed at each sample time. A recursive state estimator provides the 
minimum-variance state estimates. These are also known as extended Kahnan filters. 
Rollins et al. [15] proposed a simple way of predictively modeling nonlinear dynamic 
processes using semi-empirical models and called it SET (the semi empirical technique). 
They used a first-order-plus-dead-time (FOPDT) model for a simulated CSTR described by 
nonlinear differential equations and demonstrated that its acctnracy was greater than purely 
empirical methods, such as linear regression (LR) and artificial neural networks (ANN). 
The most recent trend in predictive modeling has involved use of multi-scale models 
in MFC (e.g., the use of wavelet transformations on the time-domain models) and results 
have been presented by Carrier and Stephanopoulos [16] and BCrishnan and Hoo [17] to name 
a few. 
In this latter part, some of the advances in the control algorithm are discussed. 
Another line of work that arose independently around adaptive control ideas should be 
mentioned here also. It involved developing strategies for mono-variable process formulation 
with input/output models. The method suggested by Peterka [18] and Ydstie [19] was 
designed to minimize, for the most recent predicted values, the expected value of a quadratic 
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criterion of a given horizon. It tries to keep the future output close to the reference for a 
certain period of time after the process delay and permits different strategies. The 
Generalized Predictive Controller (GPC) developed by Clarke et al. [20] also appears within 
this context. GPC, a contender for self-timing applications, was shown by simulation studies 
to be superior than accepted techniques such as pole-placement and generalized minimum-
variance control. Since GPC is based on minimization of a set of predicted system errors 
using an input/output model (like auto-regressive integrated moving average, ARIMA), it 
classifies under the MPC framework. 
An observer-based nonlinear quadratic DMC algorithm for use with nonlinear 
input/output and state-space models was developed by Gattu et al. [21], Even though 
nonlinear models are utilized for prediction, the online optimization is formulated as a single 
quadratic program, thus preserving the computational advantages of QDMC. Kouvaritakis 
and others [22] have extended the modified-GPC strategy with guaranteed closed-loop 
stability from the scalar case to the multivariable case. Genceli and Nikolaou, [23] proposed 
a joint model predictive control and identification approach for constrained processes. A 
comparison of different linear and nonlinear controllers is presented by Di Marco and others, 
[24]. 
Berlin and Frank [25] tackled the design and realization of a predictive control law 
(MIMO) for a three-tank system with two mputs, two outputs and multiple disturbances. 
Chai et al. [26] have presented a decoupling design of multivariable GPC by adding feed 
forward control, which can realize decoupling control for systems with aa arbitrary time 
delay structure- Some of actual applications of MPC have been reported by the following. 
BChandelkar and Riggs [27] discuss a nonlinear process model based control that has been 
s 
applied to the Amoco-Lehigh University fluidized catalytic cracking unit, for the control of 
reactor temperature, regenerator temperature, and flue gas oxygen concentration. Giacone et 
al. [28] have discussed a multivariable predictive controller installed on the 
reactor/regenerator section of a refinery. The controller consists of seven manipulated 
variables and 22 controlled variables and resides entirely within the DCS. Sophisticated 
product value optimization coupled with regulatoty and constraint-handling capabilities led 
to a payback period of less than 3 months. Vance [29] discusses a new mxiltivariable MPC 
fi-om Aspen Technology called "DMC plus." It accounts for interactions among multiple 
variables and overcomes process disturbances. 
In this section some of the important aspects of MPC have been covered, but this 
review is by no means exhaustive. The wealth of papers available in this field serves further 
to emphasize the fact that MPC has received considerable attention and will continue to be 
focal point of interest in advanced control studies. 
4. Dissertation Organization 
The closeness between actual and predicted process behavior lays the basis for the 
success of any particular MPC method. If the model predictions deviate firom the actual 
process, then the quality of control achieved by MPC will deteriorate. Hence an accurate 
representation of the process is vital for MPC. The inability of empirical models like ANN 
and LR to predict process response accurately is shown in [15], and the fact that they reqtiire 
constant sampled data limits their applicability. This work has therefore been focused on the 
use of semi-empmcal models for predictive pinposes. This work will demonstrate the ability 
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of the semi-empirical approach SET to obtain effective and accurate predictive models for a 
multiple-input, multiple-output process. 
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents an overview of the modeling 
methods and control strategies encompassed in the MPC frameworic. In the last section of 
Chapter 2, discussion of the proposed approach is included. In Chapter 3 the performance of 
the proposed approach is evaluated for different conditions of measurement noise, and 
recommendations are made for correcting the predictions with output sampling. Chapter 3 is 
in the form of an R&D Note. The first extension of the proposed approach to a two-input, 
two-output process is presented in Chapter 4, and one major difference between the proposed 
approach and the traditional approach is highlighted. Chapter 4 is in the form of a conference 
paper. The major contribution of this work is contained in the next two chapters, namely 
Chapter 5 and 6. Both of these chapters are in the form of journal articles. In Chapter 5, the 
first comprehensive extension of the proposed approach to a real, multiple-input, multiple-
output, batch process is included, while in Chapter 6, the approach is applied to a simulated 
process with nonlinear and interactive effects. In Chapter 6, we have also included a 
comparison between the proposed approach and the traditional approach for all the aspects of 
model building. Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusions are drawn with a disctission of the scope 
and limitations of this work, and a look at some future research directions. 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 
I. Review of Modeling Approaches 
There are two fimdamental approaches to modeling a process: a theoretical 
approach and an empirical approach. Between these two extremes lie the semi-theoretical 
approach and the semi-empirical approach. A brief discussion of these four approaches is 
given below. 
L Theoretical 
This approach utilizes the principles of physics and chemistry to describe the 
complete details of the system. That is why it is often referred to as the "first 
principles" model. It relies on a fundamental imderstanding of all phenomena 
involved, and the lack of such understanding is the biggest limitation of this method. 
II. Empirical 
This approach is at the other extreme of theoretical modeling, in that it relies 
exclusively on process data to arrive at the model. It requires no understanding of 
the underlying physical phenomena, and the choice of the model structure is more a 
matter of convenience and familiarity than of process knowledge. For this reason 
this method is sometimes also referred to as the "black-box" q)proach. Since all 
informatioa for the model is obtained &om data,^ the experimental requirements can 
be enormous. This is especially true m cases of dynamic modeling and this need for 
huge amounts of data is the biggest limitation. Btit m situations where dynamic 
prediction is not the ultimate goal, empmcal models can be obtamed fiom a limited 
amount of data, which makes their use more practical. 
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III. Semi-theoretical 
The semi-theoretical approach uses the understanding of the process to arrive at the 
model, but it also uses a limited amount of data to get estimates of model 
parameters. Thus it is similar to the theoretical approach but more practical. If the 
fundamental knowledge of the process is lacking, then the applicability of this 
method is severely limited. 
IV. Semi-empirical 
The semi-empirical approach uses process behavior to provide the appropriate 
model structure and obtains parameter estimates from a relatively small amount of 
data. The intelligent choice of model form serves the dual purpose of reducing the 
data requirements (as compared to empincal models) yet having some fundamental 
significance in the context of the process. The advantage is that the model 
parameters typically have physical meaning. Thus this approach aims to overcome 
the limitations of the empirical and the theoretical approaches while retaining the 
benefits of each. 
In this section the different modeling approaches have been examined. In what 
follows, some of the more commonly used empirical approaches are described m greater 
detail. 
2. Empirical Modeling Methods 
In this section, the various empirical modeling methods that have been used in an 
MFC fiamework are presented. The general model equation is of the form given by Eq. 2.1 
below: 
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YM =f(Yi.YH,Yi.j,-,Xi,Xi.„X,_j,-:6)+ei^, (Zl) 
where 
= predicted value of the output at the (i +l)st time instant 
Xj = input at ith time instant 
0 = vector of parameters (typically will not have physical meaning) 
eh-i = error term at (i+l)st time instant. 
All of the empirical models require sampling of the outputs and the inputs at 
constant rates. They differ primarily in the choice of the function f. The various empirical 
model representations are: 
L Convolution modelt This is also refereed to as the step response modeL This is a 
non-parametric model. The model coefficient a(i) is simply the process output response, y, 
sampled at time interval i to a step change in the input made at time 0. The approximate 
nimiber of coeffidents required (N) is the number of sampling times it takes the process to 
reach 95% of its ultimate value. The strength of this method is that it is easy to obtam, but 
the nxmiber of terms required can be quite large (as high as 50-60). Eq. 2.2 gives the form 
of the convolution model. 
yOc) = yo + Sa(i)x(k-i) (2.2) 
where y(k) is the predicted value at time instant k, yo is the initial value of the output y, and 
x0c-i) is the input at time instant (k-i). As can be seen &)m Eq. 2.2, the output depends on 
all the previous input changes over the model horizon, N. A different version of the same 
model uses the change in y fix)m its previous value as the model coefBcient and the model 
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them becomes an impulse response model. The other limitations of this method are that it 
can be difBcult to apply to more complex processes, and it cannot be used for integrating 
processes. The convolution model is just a discrete version of the current approach (CA) 
using semi-empirical models. The pioneering implementations of MPC used the 
convolution models (impulse response[l] and step response [2]). 
it State space models' The state-space model is parametric and can be described by 
Eqs. 23 and 2.4 below. 
X(k;) = A(e)X(k -1) + B(0)u(lc -1) + v(k -1) (23) 
Y(k) = C(0)X(k) + w(k) (2.4) 
where X(k) is the input state vector at time k, u(k) is the vector of manipulated variables, 
and Y(k) is the predicted output vector. The matrices A, B, and C are of appropriate 
dimensions and may be flmctions of the parameter vector 0. The vectors v(k) and w(k) are 
the process disturbance and measurement noise vectors, respectively. The state space model 
may use step responses or a transfer flmction to obtain terms in the matrices A, B and C. 
The advantage of using the model shown above is that it is linear and it can be easily 
modified to handle constraints. However, the method requires uniform process sampling, 
which is not always the case. 
at Time Series or Input/Output Models'. These models may be auto-regressive or 
moving average models or a combmation of both. The most general form of such a model is 
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the ARMAX (auto regressive moving average with exogenous inputs) form given by Eq. 
2.5 below. 
Y(k) + aiY(k-l)+.....+a„Y(k:-n)=b,u(k-l)+...+b„u(k-m) 
+c,8(k -1) +...+Cr (k - r) 
where y(k), u(k) and e(k) are the output, the input, and the error at time k. These models are 
also discrete in time and thus require sampling at a constant rate. 
fv. Artificial Neural Network (ANN): The ANN models were first developed and used 
for biological nervous systems. They consist of input and output layers with one or more 
hidden layers between them. The input layer and the hidden layers consist of a series of 
nodes, which are interconnected and give a single output In the hidden and the output 
layer, the nodes are determined by summing the results of the previous layers with thek 
interconnecting weights and then transferring their sum through an activation function. The 
model parameters are obtained by minimization of deviation between actual and predicted 
values in the training data set. The fitted model is then validated using a test data set and if 
the agreement between the fit and the test is not good, then the entire procedure is repeated. 
One limitation of this approach is that it may result in a model that fits only two particular 
input sequences, the training and the test sequences. 
V. Multi-scale Modelsi These models use wavelet transformations. The main feature of 
the wavelet transform is that it can represent signals in such a way that tune and scale 
(fiiequency) localization can be obtained. This fiamework makes it possible to retain scale-
based characteristics of the process, i.e., the model captures the dynamics mvolving 
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different time rates. This makes it possible for the model to include different inputs at 
different sampling rates. However, the requirement of having a constant sampling rate for a 
particular input still holds. 
The extensive use of empirical models in MFC has been due to the fact that no 
knowledge about the process is required. With the availabili^ of large process databases, 
their use seems more attractive. If the purpose of a model were curve fitting, then an 
empirical approach would probably be the easiest. However, as shown by Chen and Rollins 
[4], there are a nimiber of issues that need to be addressed when empirical models are used 
in a predictive setting. One important consideration is the information content of the data 
set used for model development Since the knowledge about the process is gained from the 
data, this implies that data requirements for empirical model building can be huge. Another 
important requisite for using empirical methods is that the sampling rates must remain 
constant An additional fact that needs to be considered is that extrapolation with empirical 
models is extremely risky, and in a multivariate situation it might not be easy to ascertain 
the input region. 
Semi-empirical models offer an attractive alternative for overcoming some of the 
limitations mentioned above. To reiterate^ their strengths include the ^t that data sets 
required for model building are not enormous, they do not require online sampling and 
mild extrapolation with them is not discouraged, hi addition^ the model parameters typically 
have physical meaning. For these reasons, the semi-empirical modeling approach has been 
selected to be used in this research for development of the predictive control fiamewodc. 
This approach was proposed by Rollins et al. [1] and referred to as SET. In the following 
section, more details are presented. 
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3. SET 
The SET approach was first introduced by Rollins et al. [11 and falls under the 
category of semi-empirical modeling. The basis of this approach is the use of semi-
empirical models to represent process behavior, which is in reality governed by the 
differential equations representing the mass and the energy balances for a simulated CSTR. 
The semi-empirical model (SEM) form used for this purpose was a first order plus dead 
time (FOPDT) modeL A limited amount of dynamic data was used to obtain parameter 
estimates. Another contribution was the use of a novel algorithm for prediction. The 
predictive performance of SET was shown to be vastly superior to the performance of 
empirical techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANN) and linear regression G^R). 
More recently, SET has been applied to processes with more complex dynamics [5], to a 
real process in open-loop [6] and closed-loop situations [7], and to himian thermoregulation 
[8]. While all the previous applications are single-input, single-output (SISO), its 
application to a two-input, two-output system and to a real batch MIMO process is 
presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively. 
Some of the basic steps for SET model development for the SISO case are as 
follows: (1) the model identification is performed through step tests, (2) the ultimate change 
in the response is modeled as a fimction of the input using linear regression, and (3) the 
dynamic parameters are estimated using nonlinear regression. 
For prediction purposes, the model is then incorporated in the SET algorithm, which 
has been written so that the output variable depends only on the most recent mput change. 
This property makes the algorithm accurate by eliminating propagation of modeling errors 
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and also easy to implement The phenomenon of error propagation is explained in greater 
detail in Chapter 5. 
For an input change occurring at time ti a generic representation of the SET 
algorithm is given by Eq. (2.7) below: 
Fort>ti, 
Y(t) = Y(t,)+(f(X(t);P)-Y(t,)+Y(0))g((t-t,);9)s(t-U) (2.7) 
A 
where Y(t) is the estimated output response at time t; Y(0) is the measured value of the 
output at the initial time (t = 0); X(t) is a vector that contains the values of the process 
variables at time t; is a vector that contains the estimates of the steady state response 
parameters determined &om the current input conditions; f(X(t); P ) is the fimction that 
computes the change in the ultimate response for input X(t); 9 is a vector that contains the 
estimates of the dynamic parameters determined &om the current input conditions; g(t -
A 
tt;9 ) is the semi-empirical non-linear function that computes the dynamic portion of the 
response such that as t oo, the fimction, g->>l; and S(t - tO is the shifted unit step 
fimction. Note that at tj, Y(t) = Y(t,), and as t ^ Y(t) -• Y(0) + f(X(t); ^  ). Thus, the 
algorithm provides proper initial and limiting behavior. 
The algorithm can be written as follows for a more specific SISO case. Let Y be the 
output and X the input variable. Let the process be a true first order (FO) process, then the 
SEM form is also FO model and let the ultimate response be a linear fimction of the input, 
with equivalent changes in Y for positive and negative step changes in X. In other words, 
let 
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f(X(t);p) = K:X(t), and (2.8) 
t 
g((t-ti);0) = (l-e ^ ) (2.9) 
where K is the process gain and T is the time constant. The transfer function, G(s) for this 
process now becomes: 
0(s)=|^  ^ 
X(s) ts + 1 
Also for the sake of simplicity, let X(0) = Y(0) = 0. Now let the input change in the 
manner shown in Figure 2.1 below. 
X 
i L. 
Xt 
'X3 
/ 
0 tt 
k 
Xi Tune (t) 
A 
Figure 2.1 The sequence of step changes in the input show how the term YCt^) in 
Eq. 2.7 intelligeiitfy  ^captures the informatioa about previous input 
changes. 
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Mathematically, the input can be written as; 
X(t) = Xi S(0) + (X2 -Xi)S(ti) + (X3 -X2)S(t2) (2.11) 
The Laplace transform of Eq. 2.11 gives, 
X(s) = (^X3-X2)^-t2S (2.12) 
s s s 
which in turn gives, 
Y(s) = G(s)X(s) = (-^) \2£l+e-tzs"] 
xs4-iLs s  s  J  
KXi ^ K(X2-Xi)^,t,s ^ K(X3-X2)^-t,s 
s(xs + l) S(TS + 1) S(TS+1) 
Eq. 2.13 can be inverted to give the response in the time domain, Y(t), as: 
_t t-tz 
Y(t) = BCXta-e ^) + K(X2-Xi)a-e MS(ti) + K(X3-X2)a-e MS(t2) (2.14) 
Eq. 2.14 above gives the true response when the process is a true FO process. But if 
the process is not a FO process, then there will be some modeling error associated with 
each term m Eq. 2.14 and total modeling error will grow with time as the number of terms 
in the eqmtion will also increase with time. This is the phenomenon of error propagation. 
On the other hand, the predictions &om SET algorithm limit that total error to modeling 
error corresponding to a single term. This is made possible by the presence of the term 
A. 
Y(t|) (m Eq. 2.7), which effectively consolidates the information about all previous 
changes into a single term. 
For 0<t<ti, 
_t t 
Y(t) = Y(0)+(KXi)a-e ^) = (KXt)a-e ^) (2.15) 
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Substituting t = ti in Eqs. 2.14 and 2.15 gives the same result, 
Jl 
Y(ti) = Y(ti)=(KXi)a-e n (2.16) 
Fort>t2, 
(t-t2) 
Y(t) = Y(t2)+[KX3-Y(t2)](l-e - ) (2.17) 
For the same time interval, Eq. 2.14 gives 
_t t-t2 
Y(t)=BCXi(l-e ^) + KCX;2-X,)a-e M + KCXj-X2)a-e M (2-18) 
Comparing the right hand sides of Eqs. 2.17 and 2.18 gives, 
(t2-tt) (t2-tt) _t2 
Y(t2) = KX2a-e ^ ) + KX,(e ^ -e M (2.19) 
Eq. 2.19 dearly shows that the information about all the previous changes is implicit in the 
term Y(t2). This makes the algorithm condse and not as affected by error propagation. In 
Chapter 3, the case of large measurement noise is studies in greater detail to see the 
robustness of SET performance in the presence of noise. 
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CHAPTER 3. ACCURATE PREDICTIVE MODELING OF RESPONSE 
VARIABLES UNDER DYNAMIC CONDITION WITHOUT THE USE OF PAST 
RESPONSE DATA 
An R&D Note accepted by ISA Transactions 
Derrick K. Rollins and Nidhi Bhandaii 
Abstract 
One protm'sing attribute of the dynamic predictive modeling method introduced by 
Rollins et al. (1998) is its ability to predict output response accurately without the use of 
online output data. The proposed method needs only online input data to accurately predict 
output behavior once the semi-empirical model has been identified using ofOine data. This 
ability is critical for chemical processes because many output variables (such as chemical 
composition) are often measured infisquently, inaccurately, or not at all. In addition, in the 
presence of the output variables with extremely high measurement noise, this work will 
demonstrate very accurate predictive performance. Finally, this article will show that the 
method of Rollins et al. predicts more accurately without the use of output data than with 
output data in the case of large measurement variance. Thus the proposed method is being 
recommended, for its accuracy, especially in situations where online output response data are 
limited or inaccurate. 
words: predictive modeling, model predictive control, empirical models, semi-empirical 
models, and artificial neural networks 
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1. Introductioa 
The successful application of a model predictive control (MPC) strategy depends on 
the quality of the predictive model used. Most predictive models, whether they are empirical 
or semi-empirical in nature, use current and past measiaements of output variables to predict 
output responses. In situations of infrequent sampling, large measurement time delays, or 
high measurement noise, the accuracy of a modeling technique that relies on data may be 
adversely affected, thereby deteriorating control. The predictive modeling approach 
introduced by Rollins et al. (1998) called the "semi-empirical modeling technique" or SET 
does not require on-line measured output. Model identification and development use a 
limited amount of ofQine response data. Hence, this feature makes SET a candidate for 
predicting concentrations and other such variables that are not measured online. Therefore, 
this note shows SET performance when noisy data (i.e., data having large meastirement 
variance) are used for model development but not used to assist in predictions. Furthermore, 
in the case of large noise, we illustrate that an attempt to improve predictions by using output 
data can lead to significantly worse performance, which might be excellent without the use of 
data. 
The article is organized as follows: In the next section we describe the simulated 
process used in this study, then we perform model identification and development and 
present the SET algorithm, and following that we outline the study conducted to evaluate the 
performance of SET for the cases of measured and unmeasured outputs. The final section 
presents closing conunents. 
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2. The Process Model 
The mathematically simulated process used in this study is the continuous stined tank 
reactor (CSTR) described in Rollins et al. (1998). The model consists of a dynamic 
component mass balance (species A) and an ener^ balance on the tank contents along with a 
dynamic energy balance on the jacket contents. The equations are: 
(3.1) 
dt ' pCp pCpV 
(3.3) 
The nominal steady state values for the variables are given in Table 3.1 below. 
Table 3.1 Nominal condhiciis for the CSTR. 
Variable Symbol Nominal Value 
Tank volume 
Feed flowrate 
Feed temperature 
Feed concentration 
Coolant volume 
Coolant flowrate 
Coolant temperature 
Densities 
Specific heats 
I^e-exponential factor 
Bcponential &ctor 
Heat of reaction 
Heat transit characteristics 
Mtial concentration of A 
V 100/ 
q 1001 min"* 
Tf 350 K 
qc 1001 min 
Tc 350 K 
p,pe 1000 gr' 
C,Cpc Icalg-'K"' 
ko 7.2 X 10'° min'^  
E/R 9.98 X 10^ K 
-AH 2.0 X 10^ cal mol*' 
hA 7.0 X10^ cal mm' K"' 
CAP 0.013735 moir^ 
Cat I mol f' 
Vc 25.761 
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3. SET Model and Algorithm 
For this study the input variable is the jacket coolant flowrate (qc) and the output variable 
is the concentration of species A (CA) in the reactor. The performance of SET requires an 
accurate determination of an appropriate semi-empirical model that correctly approximates 
the true dynamics of the process. The semi-empirical model is selected by a visual inspection 
of the response dynamics. We found that a first-order plus deadtime (FOPDT) model 
structure approximates this input/output dynamic behavior sufficiently well. The fit of the 
FOPDT model is excellent (as seen in Fig. 3.1) and thus we did not see a need to consider 
another possible model form. For competing model forms one could use formal tests like the 
F-test or AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) to select the better model (see Garths 1995). We 
have found the SET method to be accurate as long as the semi-empirical model has the same 
characteristics as the process output and is robust to moderate changes in model parameters 
such as time-constants. The form of the selected FOPDT is given by Eq. 3.4. 
f (t-8) ^ 
CA(0=Cao +K:pAq, 1-e 
v 
(3.4) 
The model parameters are the process gain (Kp), time-constant (T), and time delay (6). 
The change in the input variable is Aqc, and CAO is the initial steady state value of CA. TWO 
step changes in qc firom its steady state value (± 10 //min), covering the operational input 
space^ were conducted and measurements of concentration were taken every fifteen seconds. 
Adding to Eq.3.Uawhitenoisetennwith.anormal distribution of zero mean and having a 
variance of0.0025CAO^ (i.e., a signal to noise ratio of S), generated the noisy measurement 
data. Note that BCp is a conditionally linear parameter^ and we estimate the ultimate change 
(KpAqc) as a fimction of Aqc over the input space using. 
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KpAqc = a + bAqc- (35) 
where a and b were found to be 2.65x10"^ mol// and 2.73x10"* mol-min/^, respectively. The 
purpose of Eq. 3.5 is to use a fitted function over the input space to account for non-
symmetry of this ultimate change. The estimates of a and b were obtained by linear 
regression using the ultimate changes firom the two step tests and the steady state value. Since 
the gain (Kp) is no longer a constant, we now refer to the model as modified-FOPDT model. 
The dynamic parameters (T and 9), which enter the model nonlinearly, were estimated using 
nonlinear regression techniques. Figure 3.1 shows the sampled data points used to estimate 
the model coefScients, the true process response (assumed to be unknown), and the fit of the 
modified-FOPDT model. Note the very high level of noise (i.e., error) in the sampled (i.e., 
measured) data. 
The modified-FOPDT model was next incorporated into the SET algorithm. The SET 
algorithm consists of a set of equations, which are creatively modified each time an input 
0.018 1 r 
0.017 4 
0.016 4 
Process 
* Sample 
FOPDT 0.013 -
-O 0.012 ^ 
0.011 
0.01 -Q 2 3.5 0.5 t.5 2.5 3 t 4 
Trme (ntin) 
Figure 3.1 Process and modified-FOPDT model responses for the noise case with qe 
asuipiit(±10%) 
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change occurs. With changes in qc occurring at times t = 0, ti, ta, tk, the SET algorithm 
can be represented in the study as: 
0 < t < 0 i  
e<t<ti^ei =CAo+(a+bAq^]| l-e ^ 
ti+0 < t <t2 "^0: Cf^ ~^Aii+a "^^Ao ^Ai,+e; 
t-(t|»8) 
1-e 
(3.6) 
t<tk-^6: Ca =CAt,,_,+0+(a + bAqei+Cao-CAtk_i+e 
( _ii(tfcd±e)l 
I-e 
J 
whereC;^ is the predicted value of CA in ±e given interval and CAt,J_(+0 is the predicted 
value of C/v at time ttc.i.f«. 
4. The Study 
The modified-FOPDT model using the noisy data of Figure 3.1 was used in the SET 
algorithm to predict the response (CA) for the arbitrary input sequence shown in Figure 3.2 
(the same as the training sequence in Rollins et al., 1998). Our purpose is to demonstrate that 
the fitted models can be obtained accurately fiom noisy data and that SET predictions will be 
very close to the actual process without the use of output data. 
Figure 33 shows the true process and the SET response of CA for the case of 
unmeasured CA (i.e., the case A^ere the output is not sampled online and hence not used to 
correct predictions). In this example, the performance of SET is extremely accurate with only 
slight deviations fiom the true response of CA. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the performance of SET with sampling of the output each time an 
input change is made. As a result of the high measurement noise, the predictions from SET 
deviate from the true process when that particular sampled information is incorporated into 
the algorithm. In situations with such high measurement noise, the better SET approach 
would be not to utilize the sampled data for correction. 
o.ots 
0.017 
0.016 
I 0.015 
e 0.013 
0.012 
0.011 
15 
Time (min) 
Figure 3.4 SET response for measured outpnt case 
To assess the extent of agreement between the predictions from SET and the process 
itself we define a term in Eq. 3.7 called the relative percent average prediction error ^ PE), 
RPE=-
SCCAE-CAjn/n 
-xlOO (3.7) 
'AO 
v^ere n is the total number of points used over the prediction interval. The index RPE gives 
the estimated average value of the predictioa error over the time of prediction, vdiich will be 
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accurate for large n. For this study our prediction interval was 30 minutes, and we used 300 
evenly spaced values over that time interval. For the case of unmeasured output, the RPE is 
125%, and for the case of measured (noisy) output it is 2.15%. Thus both RPEs are low, but 
the noisy case is about twice as large. 
5. Closing Remarks 
The purpose of this note was to illustrate the performance of SET when the output 
data are noisy or not available to assist in prediction. We determined that the noise is filtered 
out during model development and can be not allowed to affect prediction. On the other 
hand, when accurate online output data exist, their use could provide some degree of 
unprovement. However, any improvement could also be insignificant, depending of the 
accuracy of SET without the use of output data, which as shown in this note, could be very 
high. 
I f  output measurements are available online they can be used to correct for level 
changes by incorporating a correction factor as suggested by Rietz and Rollins, 1998. We 
have found SET to be robust for changes in dynamic parameters and the dynamic parameters 
do not change significantly very often. 
In addition, we have found SET to maintain accuiracy as long as the fitted semi-
empirical model holds. Hence, in practice, one should have an evaluation plan to assess the 
need for updating the model. For example, a simple evaluation could consist of taking past 
output (ofiQine) data and checking the fit of the model. Another simple evaluation could 
consist of recalculating the RPE as output measurements become available and determining 
if RPE has changed significantly. 
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In closing, we have sought to show the unique value of SET when output sampling 
either does not exist or is of little value for accurate online prediction. These situations 
include high measurement noise, large sampling delays, non-uniibnn sampling rates, and 
infiequent sampling. 
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CHAPTER 4. SUPERIOR SEMI-EMPIRICAL DYNAMIC PREDICTIVE 
MODELING THAT ADDRESSES INTERACTIONS 
A paper accepted for the Intelligent Systems and Control Conference, Santa Barbara, CA 
Nidhi Bhandari and Derrick K. Rollins 
Abstract 
Semi-empirical modeling, with its ability to capture process dynamics intelligently 
can handle the challenges posed by predictive dynamic modeling. However, current semi-
empirical predictive modeling can be very inaccurate when output variables are not sampled 
(or sampled infirequently), and it does not address the interaction of input variables on 
outputs. In this work we demonstrate the accuracy of a semi-empirical method introduced by 
Rollins et al. (1998) over current semi-empirical modeling, and we introduce new semi-
empirical model forms for addressing process interactions in a dynamic setting. 
ivordf: predictive modeling, semi-empirical, multivanable, interaction, identification 
1. Introduction 
Model predictive control (MFC) has been the focus of considerable research and 
interest during the past two decades. At the heart of any MFC strategy is the predictive model 
relating the manipulated variables to the controlled variables. The exactitude of the predictive 
model has a direct impact on the quality of control achieved. A review of the methods shows 
that most of the predictive modeling techniques used m an MFC structure are empirical in 
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nature. Rollins et al. (1998) proposed a new algorithm for implementing semi-empirical 
models and demonstrated the superiority of the algorithm over the empirical modeling 
approaches, such as multiple linear regression, and artificial neural networks. Rollins et al. 
referred to this methodology as the semi-empirical technique or SET. The high accuracy of 
the SET algorithm has also been demonstrated on processes that could be approximated as 
second order with underdamped behavior and second order with inverse response (Rollins et 
al., 1999). In addition, Rietz et al. (1998) recently applied the SET algorithm to a real proc^ 
operated by a distributed control system to demonstrate the simplicity of implementing the 
algorithm in code for a real process. The purposes of this article are threefold: The principal 
one is to demonstrate the accuracy of the SET algorithm in the implementation of semi-
empirical models over the current method. We will show that predictive errors for the current 
method can propagate and cause prediction accuracy to decrease severely over time, a 
problem not seen with SET. The second purpose is to present the extension of SET to 
multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) processes. The example in this article is specifically 
a two-input, two-output system. The final purpose is to present new model forms that give 
terms for adchessing interactions of input variables. 
Interactions in chemical process are quite common and represent the non-additive 
nature of response variables to different levels of input variables. In all the wodc we have 
seen uivolving semi-empirical models for dynamic processes, the assxmiption of additivity 
was either explicitly or implicitly made but never really tested or evaluated. 
Although m this work we emphasize the SET algorithm for implementing semi-
empirical models, the SET methodolo^ is much broader and focuses on complete model 
development and prediction which is beyond the purpose of this p^r. Thus we use a simple 
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process and apply simple experimental design and model identification concepts to obtain the 
semi-empirical models. The current approach (CA) is simply to use the input sequences with 
the semi-empirical models in additive form. Hence, this smdy will consist of comparison of 
C A algorithm with the SET algorithm using the same semi-empirical models for both 
approaches. 
In the following section we describe the mixing tank used in this study. Next is a 
discussion of the semi-empirical model development, which follows the procedure outlined 
in Rollins et al. (1998) for experimentation, model identification, and parameter estimation. 
After that are two sections that describe the SET and CA algorithms, respectively, in the 
context of the process studied. The results are then presented, which include an analysis of 
mild extrapolation, and the final section gives closing comments. 
2. The Process 
The process used in this study is the mathematically simulated mixing tank illustrated 
in Figure 4.1 similar to the one in Seborg et al. (1989). The tank level h and the tank 
temperature T are to be controlled by adjusting the flow rates of the hot and cold streams qh 
and qc, respectively. The temperatures of the inlet streams (Th and Tc) represent potential 
disturbances or load variables. A valve on the outlet line makes the system self-regulatmg. 
The dynamic behavior can be modeled by writing the dynamic mass and energy balances on 
the tank contents, given by Eqs. 4.1 and 4J2. The physical properties of the liquid are 
assimied to be constant in the followmg derivation. 
^^^=p(qh +qc -q) 
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<i(pVC,T) 
dt 
= PC,[q.(T, -T^)+q.(r.-T^)-q(T-T^)] (42) 
(43) 
The inclusion of valve dynamics makes this system of equations nonlinear. The 
schematic of the process is shown in Figure 4.1. The nominal (steady state) values for the 
variables are given in Table 4.1. 
q 
T 
ex-
Figure 4.1 The mixing tank process 
Table 4.1 Nominal values for process conditions 
Variable Symbol Nominal value (units) 
Density P [000(kg/to^ 
Area A 10.0 (m^) 
Heat Capacity Cp 4.187 (kJ/kg/°C) 
Valve coefficient Cr 0.0020203 
Tanklevet h 1.0 (m) 
Outlet flowiate q llOO/s) 
Cold stream rate 100 O/s) 
Hot stream rate <fk tOG^s) 
Tank temperature T 40 CQ 
Cold stream temperature Tc 35 CQ 
Hot stream temperature Tk 90 CQ 
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3. Model Identificatioa 
In this section we carry out sequentially the various steps involved in developing the 
semi-empirical model. The procedure follows very closely the one given in Rollins et al. 
(1998) with slight modifications to accommodate the multivariable nature of the study. The 
input variables in our case are the hot water flowrate qh and the cold water flowrate qc. The 
output variables are the tank temperature T and tank level h. Following Rollins et al. (1998) 
we used step tests to develop the models fix»m process reaction curves. Specifically, the 
following steps were used: The first step required specifying the operational input space over 
which the model was to predict. We next conducted step tests to cover as much of the input 
space as possible in as few runs as possible. For our case the input space was fixed follows: 
change in qh (Aqn) between -5% and 10% and change in qc (Aqc) between -10% and 5%. The 
mput space was chosen so that the effects of fractional changes in qh and qc could not cancel 
each other. For example, a change of 10% in both qh and qc would leave the temperature 
unchanged. The four design points were chosen at the comers of the operational space, as 
given in Table 4.2. 
Table 4 Jt The design points 
Design-Poiiu / 2 3 4 
Aqh 10% 10% -5% -5% 
Aqc 5% -10% -10% 5% 
Conducting step tests, so that the process reached steady state for each run gave us 
valuable mformation about the ultimate change in output. Since the ultimate change depends 
only on the process gain, it was easily estimated. Statistically, the tests were considered as a 
2^ factorial design, and we used the results to check for interaction effects of the different 
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inputs on the ultimate changes. Steady state (0% change in both inputs and outputs) provided 
an additional data point. The interaction term would accoimt for different changes in Output 
I for the same change in Input I but at different levels of Input 2. We used simple linear 
regression techniques to check for interaction effects. It also allowed us to include a constant 
term as required. In our case the interaction effects were more observable for tank 
temperature than for tank levels although not significantly so. However, we chose to include 
the interaction for the SET model for tank temperature because it did appear to have some 
effect and this allowed us to demonstrate the interaction model form. The ultimate changes m 
tank temperature (AT®) and tank level (Ah") are expressed below by Eqs. 4.4 and 4.5, 
respectively: 
AT® = ay + K +  ^ chT 
Ah" =a|i + K.j,|,Aqi,+KcjjAqc (4.5) 
where Khr and KCT are process gains relating temperature change to changes in hot and 
cold water flowrates, Kchx accounts for the interaction effect of the hot and cold water 
flowrates on temperature, Khh and Kch are process gain terms relating level changes 
respectively to changes in hot and cold water flowrates, and ah and ar are the modeling 
adjustment constants. 
From the response plots m Figure 4.2 we selected first order (FO) model forms. A 
visual inspection of the data suggested no dead time, which was also confirmed by the 
nimierical modeling analysis. The dynamic parameters (i.e., the r's) were estimated using 
nonlinear regression techniques with measurements taken every 10 seconds over an S-mmute 
period for temperature and every 20 seconds over a I5-mmute period for level, for the four 
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runs made. For a single change in both qh and qcat time t=0, the dynamic responses for the 
temperature and the level are given respectively by Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7. The actual data and the 
fit of the FO model are also shown in Figure 42. 
-t -t -t 
T(t) =To +aT +K„iqi,0-e'" )+K.TAqc(l-«'''n+K,.|,Aqhaq^a-e'")a-e'=n (4.6) 
- t  - t  
h(t) = ho+ah + K:M,Aqh(l-e^«' )+K^AqJI-e^-) (4.7) 
where ThT> Tct> and Tchare the corresponding time constants and To and ho are respectively 
the initial steady state values of temperature and level. The values for the model coefBcients 
are given in Table 4J. 
Table 4 J Estimates for model parameters. 
Parameter Estimate Parameter Estimate 
afc[ml 0.0033 a-rVQ 0.015 
17.77 Tcf.[s] 176.08 
18.18 Thh[s] 200.06 
BCcT[°Cs/m^ -48J8 • TCT [S] 93J9 
KfcT["Cs/m^ 461.91 thT [S] 91.40 
KckT["C^^m'] -3534 
09 
OS 
aa 
KD ZD 300 4S 9DD €QD 7CD 800 9G0 0 
395 
S4 %D as 3CD 0 
Tnc;sea>ib TmKSanii . 
Ftgure 4  ^ The actual and fitted tank temperature and tank level responses for tbe 
four des  ^runs. 
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4. SET Algorithm 
The use of semi-empirical model forms in the SET algorithm is a major feature of this 
approach. The algorithm creatively modifies the dynamic prediction equations ^qs. 4.6 and 
4.7) each time an input change occurs. For sake of illustration, let us consider that the first 
change firom the steady state hot water flowrate (Aqhi) occurs at time and the first change 
fiom steady state value cold water flowrate (Aqd) at time tct. Similarly, the second change in 
hot water flowrate (Aqh2) occurs at ^ and the second change in cold water flowrate (Aqci) 
occurs at tc2. The mathematical algorithm for this scenario, is represented below; 
t = To 
h = ho 
thi<t^tci: 
t-th. 
T = Tg + (a-j- + K(jyAqj,i)(I — e ) 
t-th. 
h = ho+(ah+Khj,Aqh()(l-e ) 
t-tct t-tct 
f = + K„Aqi„(l - e + (K^^Aq., + a,- -i- To -XI - e ) 
t—tci t—tgl 
+ K^TAqhiAqc,0-e Xl-e ) 
t-tcl t-tct 
h = ht^^ + KhhAqtiCl - e + (Koi^qci + + ho - )a - e ) 
th2<t$t^: 
t-th2 t-tt,2 
t=t,^+(KfcxAqi,2+aT-HT„-t,^)a-e '"i- ) + K,TAq.,a-e ''M 
t-th2 t-tt,2 
+Kd,TAquAqe,a-e W-e ) 
t-th2 
h=h,^+(Ku,Aqfc2+afc+b„-ht^^)a-e )+Kd,^ia-e ) 
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tc2<t^thj: 
T-TC2 T-TE2 
f = +K,ixAq|j2(I-e ) + (KcTAqc2+ax+To-ft^^)(l-e ) 
t-tc2 t-te2 
+ K^T-Aqh2Aqc2(I-e )(I-e ) 
t-te2 t-te2 
h = h,^,+KhhAqh2(I-e ) + (Krf»Aqe2-Hah-ho-h,^^Xl-e ) 
The SET predictions require only the current change in the input values. Ail past 
information is contained in a single value which is updated each time the semi-empirical 
equations are modified. Along with minimal memory requirements, this property makes it 
easier to apply SET to a real process. The predictive performance of the SET algorithm will 
be compared with the CA algorithm, which is described in the next section. 
5. Current Approach 
The semi-empirical method currently used for predictive modeling uses a transfer 
function kind of approach. The response of the process to a single change in the input 
determines the form of the semi-empirical model used. Once the semi-empirical model is 
chosen, it &ces the transfer flmction of the process. To predict the process response for a 
series of input changes, the sequence of changes made to the input is represented as a sum of 
changes. For simplicity let us assume that all changes are step changes. Therefore, the 
magnitude of each step change is the difference between the current and the previous value 
of the input Then using the prmciple of superposition, the change in the output at any time, 
is the resultant of all changes that have occurred up until that tune. For example, let A'qiu be 
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the change in the hot water flowrate occurring at time thi and let A'qd be the f"* change in 
the cold water flowrate occurring at time tci. Let the steady state values of the flowrates for 
the hot and the cold water be qhss and qcss, respectively. Then the flowrates from time 0 to 
time k are given by Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9, where S(t) denotes a unit step functioiL 
qh(^) = 1hss + hi S(t — th, ) +A'q|,2S^(t - t,,2) + — + A'q^k S(t — tyj) (4-.8) 
qc(t) = qcss +^'qciS(t-tct) +A'qc2S(t-t^2) + - + A'qdcS(t-t^) (4.9) 
In this study the semi-empirical model form is the same one developed for the SET 
algorithm. However, model identification is typically accomplished by the pseudo-random 
binary sequence (PRBS) approach, which we feel is an inefficient design method and 
incapable of addressing interaction. In a fiiture paper we address the limitations of PRBS and 
propose a more efBcient approach for MIMO modeling. Incorporating Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9 into 
the FO models (obtained from Figure 4.2) gives the CA algorithm (Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11): 
t-thI 
•t(t)=1i+KtTA'(h,0-e gtt-t„)+K|, '^<taa-e ^1-1^)+-
t-ti* 
+K|, '^qij,a-e St-tjj) (4.10) 
+K.T<i'<t|0-e '"®t-W+K,TA'q^a-e )SCt-ta)+-
t-thi 
h(t)=ho+KyA'qua-e )^t-th2)+"-
tKaAVa-e "* (4.11) 
t-tet t-td 
+KrfA'qcia-e )^t-t„)+KrfA'qc2a-e ^t-t^+-
+KrfA'qcka-e ^t-t^ 
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One obvious difference between the SET and CA algorithms is that the latter requires 
retaining all previous input changes. This causes the equation to not only become unwieldy 
but the memory requirements can become theoretically limitless. Although we do not have 
direct knowledge, practical implementation likely involves eliminating changes far in the 
past based on accuracy requirements. 
6. The Study 
In this section we compare the performance of the SET and CA algorithms. In Rollins 
et al. (1998), SET's performance was compared with empirical methods for cases of 
unmeasured output, large process time delay, large process lag, high measurement noise, and 
extrapolation. In all those of cases SET performed excellently. This study also consists of 
unmeasured output for prediction and includes an analysis of performance for a case of 
extrapolation. The random input sequences for the non-extrapolation study is given m Figure 
43 below. 
12 
— Hot stream 
- Coldstream j 
O -2 
0 to 20 
Time, min 
30 40 50 
Figure 43 The input sequences for the non-aEtnipoIatioa study 
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The predictions from the SET and C A approaches using the input sequences shown in 
Figure 43, are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively, for the tank temperature and level. 
The performance of SET is clearly more accurate than C A. The results clearly show the 
superiority of the SET algorithm in utilizing the semi-empirical model form and SET closely 
follows the process at all times. CA response deviates from the true process and never 
recovers in this example. Given that CA has the correct pattern, accurate output 
measurements and sufficiently frequent output samplmg could provide substantial 
improvement in performance. 
However, as this study points out, CA predictive performance can be quite poor with 
infrequent or no output sampling and its use could be quite risky. In contrast, the SET 
algorithm appears to be quite capable of accurate prediction even in the extreme case of no 
sampling, which is the recommended use especially in the case of poor measurement 
4t 
Processj 
39.4 • 
39.2 1 
39 -
a 5 10 ts 20 25 30 35 40 45 SO 
Time, min 
Figure 4.4 The SET and CA Tank temperature responses to the input sequences 
shown in Figure 43. 
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1.2 
1.15 i 
0.85 -i 
20 30 
Time, mm 
Figure 4 .^ The SET and CA Tank level responses to the inpat sequences shown in 
Figure 43 
accuracy (see Rollins and Bhandari, 1999). Next, we examine predictive performance outside 
the fitted input space (i.e., the extrapolation case). 
In Figure 4.6, the inner rectangle shows the region of input space and oiiter one shows 
the extrapolation space for this study and the input sequences are shown in Figure 4.7. 
20 
15 
o 
c 
tn .20 
2 
"o O 
-10 
-40-
-5-
Extrapolation 
-5 -
-M-r 
13 
[nput spac c 
20 
-20 -
Hot Stream (Qb) 
F^ure 4.6 The mput and extrapolation regions 
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i  C o l d  s t r e a m  • " " *  i  
I 
H o t  S t r e a m  j  
i 
10 20 30 40 SO 
T i m e ,  m  i n  
Figure 4.7 The input sequences for the extrapolation study. 
The temperature and level responses, from the input sequences in Figure 4.7, are 
shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9. As before, the performance of the SET algorithm is excellent 
while the CA predictions deviate considerably from the true process. This clearly 
demonstrates that SET is robust to moderate extrapolations, but only for regions where the 
semi-empirical model holds. This also clearly demonstrates that SET can perform well under 
conditions of extrapolation. However, we would still advise users to be cautious and 
conservative depending on the degree of non-linearity m the ultimate response and the 
process parameters. 
7. Closing Remarks 
As stated in the Introduction, the main purpose of the paper is to compare the 
performance of the SET algorithm to the CA algorithm. For the case of no output sampling 
SET was shown to vastly out perform CA in terms of prediction accuracy. The performance 
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Proeas* 
- - SET 
- - CA 
41.5 
41 
ao £ 40-5 i 
40 
^ 39.5 -
39 4 
38.5 
10 15 20 50 0 5 25 30 35 40 45 
Time, min 
Figure 4  ^ The SET and CA Tank temperature responses to the input sequences 
shown in Figure 4.7 
1.15 
Pro eats 
SET 
Currant 
1.1 
1.05 -
E 
0.85 ^ 
0.8 -
0.75 
10 20 0 30 40 50 
Ttme, mm 
Figure 4.9 The SET and CA Tank level responses to input sequences shown in 
F^ure4.7 
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superiority of SET would be expected to diminisli significantly as the measurement accuracy 
and the frequency of sampling of outputs is increased. 
Di addition, the SET algorithm was shown to be effective for extrapolation, but we 
strongly discourage extrapolation under any circumstance for CA since prediction errors can 
propagate over time. Other contributions of this work include extensions of the SET 
algorithm to MIMO processes and to a form that includes interaction. Future work of SET 
will consist of analysis on much larger MIMO processes with very strong interactions. In 
future work we plan to demonstrate optimal experimental design for dynamic processes that 
can be approximated by semi-empirical models, as well as testing for interactions and model 
development to incorporate interactions. 
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CHAPTER 5. APPLICATION OF A NEW DYNAMIC PREDICTIVE MODELING 
APPROACH 
A paper submitted to the Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measuremait, and Control 
Nidhi Bbandari, Ashraf M. Bassily, Derrick K. Rollins, and Gerald M. Coiver 
Abstract 
This article presents a semi-empMcal dynamic predictive modeliog approach that can 
fiilfy  ^use optmal statMcal design of experiments (SDOE) and that can adequate  ^address 
nonlinear and interactive effects abilities not possible for ctirrent semi-empirical methods. 
These abilities are demonstrated using a household clothes dryer with four input and five 
output varuibles. This is the first extension of the proposed method to a real, batch, muh^le-
input, mult^le-output process. Only 27 trials (Le., naput changes) of a central composite 
design were needed for accurate model development of all five outputs over the iiq>ut space. 
Key words', predictive, multivariable, dynamic, mteraction, semi-empmcal, batch process 
Nomendatnre 
g = Tone dependent function 
m = MoBture content of the clothes 
N = Fan speed 
P = Power 
T  ^ = Aff ten:^)erature (exit  ^the heater) 
Tc = Coil temperature 
Tj = Dry bulb tenq)erature at (&yer outlet 
Tj = Surfece ten^erature of the heater 
T  ^ = Wet bulb ten:^)erature at dryer outlet 
w = Dry weight ofclothesm the dryer 
X(t) = Vector of n^ut variables 
y = Output variable 
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Greek Letters 
 ^ = Vector of parameter estimates for ultimate change in outputs. 
Pj = Parameter estimate relatmg the effect of mput j on the ultimate change in 
output /. 
e = Vector of dynamic parameters 
0  ^ = Dead-tine for the semi-empmcal model form, for output i. 
Tj = First order tnne constant for the semi-empirical model for output L 
Tit ~ Second order tfme constant for the semi-empmcal model for output i,k = 2L, I, 
or 2. 
Subscripts 
a = air 
c = coil 
d = drybulb 
s = surfece 
w = wet bulb 
Abbreviations 
CA = Current Approach 
CC3) = Central Composite Design 
MIMO = Mult^Ie-Ii:q)ut, Mult^le-Output 
SDOE = Statistical Design of Expernnents 
SISO = Single-Input, Single-Output 
1. Introdoctioa 
Dynamic predictive models are essential for optimal operation and control and in 
recent years they have been developed for a wide range of processes. For exan^le. He et aL 
(1997) modeled the dynamic characteristics of vapor compression cycles usmg a model 
linearized around the steady state operate po .^ Huang and Ko (1994) modeled the 
dynamic performance of a fire-tube shell boiler usmg a Imear tmie mvariant model perturbed 
around the steady state operating points. Huang and Wang (1994) modeled the dynamic 
performance of fiat-pkte solar collectors usmg a theoretical plQ^cal model that was 
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approxmated by a Imear perturbatioii aroimd the steady state. The above models were 
obtamed by writmg the theoretical equations that desoibe the physical balance of the systan 
and by usmg perturbation theory to approx^te and solve the Imearized equations. Therefore, 
the Imearized models are not accurate away from the steady state operatmg points. Another 
limitation of usmg the above approach ^  that it cannot be used for a batch process like a 
dryer. Vaughan and Gamble (1997) modeled and simulated a proportional solenoid valve 
usmg a theoreticaI-e3q)erimentaI modeL Equations describing the physics of each part of the 
solenoid were written and the transient magnetic characteristics of the solenoid were obtamed 
by curve-fittfog expernnental data. The theoretical equations were solved and the results were 
curve fitted as a fimction of the solenoid parameters. 
The dynamic modelmg approach followed m this paper lies between the two extremes 
of theoretical and empMcal modeling. The method is called the semi-en^mcal technique or 
SET and was proposed by RoDms et aL (1998). The technique, as with other semi-empmcal 
approaches, seeks to fiid a balance between the two extremes so as to overcome the 
lonitations of each. The main drawback of the theoretical approach is often a Innited 
understandmg of the underfy  ^physical phenomena, which leads to unacceptable lack of fit. 
The en:^)mcal models, on the other hand, are unsuited for accurate prediction m a (fynamic 
settmg since a sufiScient data set would have to include aH possible combinations of the 
different magnitudes and tunes of ^ ut changes and therefore would have to be enormous 
^oDms, et aL, 1998; Chen and Rollins, 1999). Furthermore, the empMcal model parameters 
ahnost always have no physical significance so that extrapolation is d^couraged. 
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SET is a semi-empincal model buildmg and modeling approach for dynamic systems 
model building. The changes required (Le., expermental tr^) are minimized by the wise 
choice of a semi-err^Mcal model form with the correct phenomenological behavior and the 
con^jlete exploitation of statical design of expernnents (SDOE). Predictive performance 
achieves high accuracy via no  ^fihering during model development, by modelmg of 
interactive effects, by en[^)loy  ^a novel algorithm that uses onfy the most recent mput 
changes to reduce the effects of error propagation, and by modelmg the dependence of the 
dynamic parameters on the mput level Our proposed nKthod is the onty semi-en^mcai 
approach that we have foimd that can address the mteractive effects of inputs while takmg full 
advantage of SDOE. 
The mtroduction of SET mvolved a single-input, single-output (SISO) study of a 
smukted contmuous st^d tank reactor (Rollins et aL, 1998). Th  ^study showed SET to 
predict very well for a variety of output sampling situations, even inchidmg the case of no 
sampQfig. Rfetz and RoOms (1998) demonstrated the implementation of SET*s simple 
prediction algorithm on a real SISO continuous process connected to a distributed control 
^enL RoQ  ^et aL (1999) showed the ability of SET to model con^lec dynamics (e.g., 
underdamped and Diverse response) exceptionaHy welL SET applications have not been 
limited to chemical processes. Walker (1999) successft% used SET ia SISO modelmg of 
surrogate human (Le., a mathematical modeled human) thermoregulatory response to 
changes m ambient conditions. 
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The mafn objective of this article is to demonstrate the effectiveness of SET in 
modelmg MEMO systems. In this work we determined how to make this extension efifectivefy. 
Criticai questions that we have answered mchide which model forms fulfy exploits mformation 
from SDOE and also how to address interactions and other terms m model development. 
Moreover, this is the first application of SET to a batch process. 
We present these advancements ni the followmg manner. The next section gives a 
detailed description of the proposed approach with steps for model building and development. 
Section 3 presents the dryer process used in this study. Model development is discussed io. 
Section 4. The prediction algorithm we developed for the five output responses fe given m 
Section 5, and finally, the study and its results are presented m Section 6. 
2. Proposed Approach 
Thfe section describes the attributes of the semi-enq)Mcal technique (SET) in detail 
We begm by summarizmg: SET 
1. Appears to be the only semi-empirical approach that can take full advantage of 
statistical design of ecperments (SDOE). 
2. Appears to be the onfy  ^semi-en^irical q)proach that allows the mputs to the 
transfer frmctions to be functions themselves that can mclude terms for 
mteractions. 
3. Models dynamic parameters as functions of inputs over the mput space. 
4. Models steady state parameters as fimctions of inputs over the ii^ut space. 
5. Uses a soph^cated algorithm that is snnpler to ncplement than current methods 
and mininBes the effect of error propagation due to modeling and measurement 
errors. 
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6. Is suitable onfy for processes or systems that behave accord  ^to known dynamic 
mathematical forms such as systems with &st and higher order behavior, with and 
without dead time, with mverse, and under damped response, etc. 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are block diagram representations of the current approach (CA) 
and the SET approach, respectively, for a two input, two output system. These figures enable 
one to understand the critical differences between these methods and also the attributes of 
SET that were mentioned above. Focusing first on CA (Figure 5.1) we see that the inputs are 
process varkbles and that four transfer fimctions are needed to represent the mput/output 
relationsh^s. From a modeling viewpomt this means that CA is not capable of representing 
mteractive behavior (e.g., terms like and is therefore said to be "additive" (Le., Y" = 
a,Xt + ajXj at steady state). Hence, for CA model development, the only a low-resolution 
SDOE would be practical, which assumes s^nificance of the mam effects onfy. 
Yt 
. ^ ^ 
Gj ; G3  ^
; • I ! 
Xi , =X,G, i X2 
r 
:  ^ i j • 
— ^  G 2  ; — I  G 4  p -
; y ! ; 
Y2 
Figure 5.1 The block diagram representation of CA for a two input, two output 
system. Inputs to the blocks are process variables waA the models in the 
ultimate responses are additive and incapable of addressing interaction 
terms. 
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fl(Xi^2) 
r, 
H G2 
Figure 5.2 The block diagram representatioa of SET for a two iopat, two oatpot 
system. Inputs to the blocks are functions of process variables  ^and the 
models in the ultimate responses are capable of addressing interaction 
and other terms. 
In contrast, with SET (Figure 5^) the inputs to these transfer fimctions are functions 
of the process varmbles and onfy two transfer functions are required to represent the 
input/output relationships. Therefore, mteraction and other effects could be represented by 
these mput functions and, hence, modeled. Furthermore, this approach is able to take full 
advant^e of powerM SDOE for eficient experimentation and model buildmg. Note that 
SDOE has its roots in steady state modeln .^ The reason that it mafntams its advantages m this 
dynamic setting ^  becaiise the models aie conditionalfy  ^Imear in their ultimate response 
parameters (ie., the gams). 
The use of SDOE allows for efScient experimentation over the complete 
muMdmensional input space. SET uses the dynamic response data collected for each 
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experimental trM (data from the nommal condMoa to the final condition for each trial) to 
accon^Iish several modelmg objectives: First, SET uses the dynamic response curves to select 
the dynamic semi-empmcal form as typical of semi-enq)mcal ^ proaches. Second, SET uses 
the ultnnate response data for each trial to obtam fimctional reiationsh^s (using linear 
regression) between the steady state response parameters (Le., the gams) and the process 
variables. Third, SET uses the dynamic data for each trial to estmaate the dynamic parameters 
(e.g., the t  ^constants) and then obtains fimctional relationships (also using Imear 
regression) for the dynamic parameters based on the process varmbles as mputs. The 
fulfillment of these three objectives produces the complete collection of models that is then 
embedded m the SET algorithm. 
The SET algorithm is a procedure that predicts output response fiom the fitted semi-
empMcal models in a scheme that depends onfy on the naost recent change for each input. This 
is in contrast to CA which uses current and all (or many) previous input changes. The 
advantage of using the most recent input change for ^ ich variable is greater accuracy when 
modelmg and measurement errors can propagate over time. For an example of this 
propagation phenomenon for CA (see Bhandari and Rollins, 1999). Note that if error 
propagation iis not significant and input series use is advantageous, one can stfll use it with the 
model form of SET iHustcated m Figure 5.2. For an input change occuirmg at t  ^t  ^a generic 
representation of the SET algorithm is given by Eq. (5.1): 
For t > fj, 
m ' m * MXC'):P) - m * 
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where KO estnnated output response at time t 
y(0) measured value of the output at the mitial time, t = 0 
X(t) vector that contams the values of the process variables at time t 
p vector that contams the estimates of the steady state response parameters 
determmed from the current input conditions; 
fl[X(t);p) flmction that computes the change in the ultimate response for n^ut X(t) 
e vector that contams the estimates of the dynamic parameters determmed 
from the current input conditions 
g(t - tt;e) semi-empmcal nonlmear fimctioa that computes the dynamic portion of the 
response such that as t - <», the function g - 1 
S(t - tt) shifted unit step function. 
Note that at t„ = Kti)> as t - <», KO ^  y(0) + ^ (t);P)- Thus, the algorithm 
provides proper initial and limiting behavior. See Rietz and Rollins (199S) for a modification 
of the algorithm to include onlme measured output data. However, since measurement noise is 
filtered out durmg parameter estmation, onfy m situations of very high measurement accuracy 
win the use of output data give even a modest mq)rovement m accuracy over the unmeasured 
situation, as iUastrated m Bbandari and Rollms (1999). Next, we present the process used m 
this study. 
3. The Elxpermentat Setup 
Figure 53 shows a schematic of the dryer and its mstrumentation. The process is a 
commoa household-style clothes dryer that has been fitted with additional sensors and 
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measuring and recordmg mstruments. The air flow rate is measured at the inlet of the electric 
heater using a standard flow nozzle with a known flow coefScient and a standard nozzle box 
to ensure uniform stream Imes at the nozzle Met. An additional &n is mstalled at the box mlet 
to overcome the pressure losses across the nozzle box and the flow nozzle, and to change the 
inlet mass flow rate while mvestigating the effect of the mlet mass flow rate on the mass-
transfer coeflScient. The airflow rate fe measured also at the dryer outlet usmg a flow nozzle. 
The cos sur&ce temperatures are measured at SK locations across the coil using 
K-type thermocouples welded to the coil surface. The mstantaneous power supplied to the 
heater is determmed by multiplying the measured voltage across the heater termmals and the 
current through the heater. The voltage across the heater terminals is measured using a 
voltage divider circuit to reduce the measured voltage to a maximum value of 5 vohs, which 
does not damage the data acquisition systenL The current through the heater is measured 
usmg a I00MV/15A General Electric calibrated high-current resfetor. A Duncan MR-2SU 
kilowatt-hour meter is used to measure the energy usage of the dryer and also to validate the 
instantaneous power reading. 
Air temperatures are measured at many locations along the air path. Two K-type 
thermocouples are used to measure the mlet air temperature. Eight shielded K-type 
thermocotiples are used to measure the air tenq)eratures across the coiL Five K-^e 
thermocouples are used at one section to measure the ahr ten]^)eratures at the heater outlet. 
Using the average vahie of the air temperatures at the heater outlet, the air ten]|>erature at the 
heater mlet, and the measured mlet flow rate, the otitput energy of the heater and thus, the 
heater efSciency can be determmed. Mmy K-Qqpe thermocouples are welded on the heater 
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surfece to approxiniate the energy losses ftom the heater so that the heater efSdency can be 
deternimed to validate the efficiency determined usmg the airflow rate and the tenqwrature 
change. 
Relative humidity is determined at two locations, inside the drum and at the dryer 
outlet, by measurmg the dry bulb temperature and the wet bulb temperature usmg K-type 
thermocouples and then determinmg the corresponding humidity. The moisture content of the 
clothes is determined by weighmg them bone-dry and then wet usmg a d^ital scale. A data 
acquisition system with an SCXI-1000 chassis and two modules is used to sanq)le the 
measured data. The outputs of the thermocouples welded to the coE sur&ces, the output 
voltage of the circuit divider, and the output voltage of the current-sensmg resfetor are 
connected to an SCXI-1120 high voltage and eight-chaimel isolated analog ^ ut SCXI-1120 
module. The output voltages of the remammg thermocouples are connected to SCXI-1102 
module 32-channel thermocouple amplifier. A Lab View program written for a PC was used 
to regulate the sampling and record the sampled data. 
4. The Experimental Design and Model Development 
Th  ^section gives the sequential procedure used to obtam the fitted semi-empocical 
models for the dryer process. A similar procedure can be followed to appljr SET to other 
predictive modeling problems. 
Fffst was the selection of the input variables. This mvoived identify  ^all varkbles that 
af^ed the process and that cotild man^ulated and controlled. Ambient tenq)erature and 
humidity a£  ^the dryh  ^process but were not controllable. The input variables we chose for 
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this study were: power supplied to the heater (P), t inlet fen speed (N), dry weight of the 
clothes (w), and initial moisture content of the clothes (m). The output variables chosen were: 
coil temperature (TJ, temperature of the air exiting the heater (TJ, temperature of the heater 
surfece (Tj). dry bulb temperature of the exit air (Tj), and wet bulb temperature of the exit air 
(TJ. The &st three output variables are of interest, for example, during optimum operation 
because these would provide the constramts. The latter two var^Ies would be used to 
detennme the relative humidity at the dryer exit and hence provide information about the 
extent of drymg. 
The next step required de&mg the mput space, sometnnes also referred to as the 
operability regioiL The upper and lower Innits on the input variable were chosen so that they 
spanned a broad range, ^^^thin the range of a variable, deferent levels were considered to 
model curvUm  ^effects across the mput space. 
A complete tactorial design to study the effects of four mputs (or fectors) at five 
levels, which allows detection and modeling of all possible interactions, requires 5* = 625 
trials. This obviousty, is xmrealistic for this process. Hence, we chose an optimal design that 
enables the testmg and estimation of all two-&ctor interactions and nonlmear effects. The 
expernnental design that we selected, noting the criteria of our stu(fy, was a central 
composite design (CCD) with replicated center points (see Montgomery, 1984). Our des  ^
cons^ed of five levels for each input variable which we designated (Le., coded) fi:om low to 
high as -2, -1,0,1, and 2. The values for each level are given m Table 5.1 below. 
The total number of expernnental trials (ie. runs) for our design was 27. Th  ^design 
consMed of 16 comer pomts, 8 star poiots and 3 center pomts. The comer pomts are the 4  ^
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&ctorM design porats that consider the effect of four raputs at two levels (-1 and I) each. The 
star points look at the effect of each raput at extreme levels (-2 and 2), keeping the rest of the 
raputs at the  ^middle levels. The center pomt inqilies settmg each input to level 0 and was 
replicated ra tiiis study to give an estnnate of the standard error. The 27 design points are 
giwen m Table 52, As stated above, this CCD enabled us to account for the two-fector 
rateractive and nonlinear effects of the mputs on the output responses. 
Table 5.1 The five leveb for each input variable 
Input Coded Levels 
(units) 
-2 -I 0 / 2 
Power (W) 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 
Fan speed (rpm) 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 
Weight (kg) 1.816 1.11 2.724 3.178 3.632 
Mbsture (%) 55 60 65 70 75 
Each experiment consisted of startmg the dyer with the input varables set to values for 
that run and then recordmg the outputs dyoamicalfy. Due to the batch nature of the dryer, the 
process does not reach a steatfy state, but the output var^Ies tend to level oft The semi-
enq>Mcal model forms were selected by a visual inspection of the dynamic response of the 
outputs. The drying process can be divided rato two distinct periods; the constant rate dry  ^
and the falTing rate drying. For our study, we considered on  ^the constant-rate drying period. 
The dynamic responses of the output variables are shown below for aparticular run. Run 10. 
The fitted responses for other runs show the same ecceUent behavior but with different 
parameter esticnates obtamed for each. Coil tenq)erature response iis shown ra F^ure 5.4, aii 
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temperature at the heater exit in Figure 5.5, and the heater sur&ce response m. Figure 5.6. The 
wet-faulb and dry-bulb temperatures at the dryer outlet are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, 
respective .^ In all, for this five-output study, we fit 135 models ( Le., 5 outputs times 27 
runs). Figures 5.4 to 5.8 give the typical perfi)miance for these fits. 
Table S.2 The experimental design runs conducted in thb study 
Run No. Power Fan speed Weight Moisture 
(W) (rpm) (kg) (%) 
1 3506.3 1250 3.1865 70.1 
2 2937 1500 2.703 65.21 
3 2533.9 1250 3.1865 7028 
4 3641.4 1250 2.2397 60.5 
5 3558.7 1750 3.1865 60 
6 2970.2 1000 2.7035 65 
7 2986.8 1500 3.6515 65.37 
8 3649.6 1750 2.2397 60.75 
9 2555.9 1750 3.1865 59.78 
10 3632.6 1250 2.2397 70.63 
11 2638.2 1250 2.268 60 
12 2563.4 1250 3.1865 59.95 
13 2953.9 2000 2.7035 65 
14 2534.6 1750 2.2397 7037 
15 2925 1500 2.703 65.42 
16 3643 1750 2.2397 70.1 
17 2967.5 1500 2.7035 76 
18 30013 1500 2.7035 53.26 
19 3976.7 1500 2.7035 64.58 
20 3568.4 1750 3.1865 69.1 
21 2955 1500 1.8144 65.7 
22 2456.8 1750 2.2397 59.49 
23 1994.6 1500 2.7035 65.63 
24 2940 1500 2.703 6626 
25 3554.6 1250 3.1865 59.24 
26 2487-7 1250 2.2397 69.14 
27 2531.6 1750 3.1865 69.74 
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The dynamic response of an output variable decides the semi-empmcal model form for 
that output. Visual mspection is used to select the form of the modeL The semi-enqjirical 
model forms we chose for the five output variables were: 
• Coil temperature - First-order model 
• Air temperature at the heater exit - Second-order with a lead term 
• Heater Surfece - Fist-order phis dead tnne 
• Wet bulb temperature at the dryer outlet - Second-order with a lead term phis 
deadthne 
• Dry bulb tem|)erature at the dryer outlet - Fnrst-order phis dead tnne modeL 
The mathematical forms of semi-empmcal models for these responses are gh^en m Eqs. 
(5.2)-(5.6): 
Coil Temperature: 
Air Temperature: 
/ 
W = - AIT 1 t a^a "^ aJ 
 ^ ^d/ a^2 X 1 - t , \ a2 al} 
(5.2) 
(53) 
Surface Temperature: 
f - e,' 
Wet Bulb Temperature: 
/ 
TJt) = T ,^o  ^  ^ 1  ^
f -e_ 
(5.4) 
e 
 ^ - e-
"C.., - t 
^7 (5.5) 
Dry Bulb Temperature: 
m = * A37 I - e '' ) (5.6) 
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All the above equations are of the general form: 
r.(0 = T., ^ LT;{P,N,w,m) gft^Q) (5.7) 
where the first term, T,o is the mitial value of the output variable. The term AT" denotes the 
ultimate change in that output that is, it is the change in the output variable as time goes to <». 
The final term, g  ^(t, 0) gives the tine-dependency of that change for each of the outputs and is 
determined by the semi-empirical model form chosen. 
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Figure 5.4 Djmamic response of coil temperature for Ron 10. The fitted curve u 
generated by using a first-order model as the chosen semi-empirical form 
and the parameter (x) is estimated using nonlinear regression. 
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Figure 5  ^ Dynamic r^ponse of the air exiting the heater for Ron 10. The fitted 
curve is obtained by using a second-order model with lead term and the 
parameters (x  ^ and Xj) are estimated by nonlinear regression. 
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Figure 5.6 Dynamic response of the heater sur&ce temperature for Run 10. The 
fitted curve is generated by choosing a first order plus dead time model 
and the parameters (x and 0) are estimated by nonlinear regression. 
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Figure 5.7 Response of the wet bulb temperature at the dryer outlet for Run 10. 
The fitted curve is generated by choosing a second order model with a lead 
term and dead time. The parameters (r  ^ T2, and 6) are estimated by 
nonlinear regression. 
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Run 10. The fitted curve » generated by choosing a first order plus dead 
tiine model and the parameters (T and 8) are estimated by nonlinear 
regression. 
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The dynamic parameters (t's and 0's) for the seini-enq)nical models are obtamed by 
usmg nonlmear regression on the dynamic responses for each run. The dynamic parameters 
might change with changes m process conditions and Imear regression can be used to account 
for that dependence. In our case the dynamic parameters did not vary significant  ^over the 
ir^ut space, and thus the mean values &om the runs were used. Those vahies are given in 
Table 53. 
Table 53 Estimates of the dynamic parameters 
Parameter 
(units) 
Esthnate 
(mm) 
Parameter 
(units) 
Estmiate 
(min) 
Parameter 
(units) 
Estimate 
(mm) 
Tr 0.16292 2.21412 Tw, 4.8765 
3.03514 0. 0.155 0. 0.465 
038941 59.684 3.653 
T.7 3.62331 53.018 e. 0.7357 
The ultimate changes in the output variables for all the runs were modeled as a 
function of the mput variables usmg linear regression techniques. The changes can be modeled 
with either linear or nonlinear mput terms, and those that we determined for th  ^study are of 
the form given by Eq. 5.8: 
M PaA  ^  ^ (5.8) 
v^rtiere the subscript r refers to a particular output variable as described in Table 5.4. For 
exanq)Ie, the ultnnate change in coil ten^jerature is given by Eq. 5.9, where i = I in Table 5.4. 
(5^) 
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Table 5.4 Parameter estimates for ultimate changes modeb (given by Eq. 5.8) 
Chitput variable (i) b
 
e C^rpm) 
B. 
rokz) 
B. 
rc/%1 
CoCl Temperature (I) 0.15246 0.00316 21.87556 0.154 
Exit Anr Temperature (2) 0.04239 -0.00203 4J9285 -02374 
Sur&ce Temperature (3) 0.03418 -0.00468 0.15517 -0.45099 
Wet bulb Temperature (4) 0.00563 -0.00178 -1.53016 0.07601 
Dry bulb Temperature (5) 0.00606 -0.00247 -1.78963 0.09532 
5. Set A^orithm 
The use of semi-empincal model forms m the SET algorithm s a major contribution of 
this approach. The algorithm creatively modifies the dynamic prediction equations (Eqs.5.2 -
5.6) each tnne an input change occurs. For the sake of illustration, let us consider that the 
startmg values of power, &n speed, clothes we^ht and moisture content are Pq, Nq, Wq, and 
mo, respective .^ Then the power value changes to P  ^at t  ^tp„ and the &st change in &n 
speed occurs later at t  ^t,^ , changing to N,. Similarfy, the second change in power occurs at 
time tp2, followed the second change in ^  speed at tone tN2 so that the power and the 
speed values become P, and Nj, respectiveiy. Let y be any output varkble and g,<t,T, 0) be its 
correspondmg semi-en^Mcal modeL The algorithm for ths scenario is represented 
mathematical^  ^below: 
Fort s0y, 
Y = T 
ForOy <t ^ p, + 0y. 
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For tpj "i" 0y < t 5 + 0y, 
. 6, * (Ml *  ^ ,^J"o] 4' '^ y' 
FOrtNt+ 0y <t S tp, + 0y, 
 ^= K.  ^ 0,  ^  ^ PvJV^l  ^ Py.»^0  ^ Py '^^ o} - 0y -
Fortp2 + 0Y<T st ,^ +0Y,  
 ^ > e,  ^hA ^  Pyjv^i  ^ Py,w>^o  ^ Py^ '«o} ^ ((' " y^ " W'S) 
Fort > +0y 
 ^ - a,  ^  ^  ^ Py..> 0^  ^ Py^ '"o} " ^ y " ^ 'S) (5-10) 
As stated in Section 2, tlie SET predictions require only the current changes in input 
values. Apart from mmfmal memory requirements, this property makes it attractwe to 
computer program for a real process. 
6. The Study 
In this section the predictive performance of the SET algorithm is presented for the 
five outpiits of the dryer process. The power and the &n. speed are varied arbitrarily (Le., 
randomfy) as a series of step changes shown m Figure 5.9. The mitial weight of the clothes 
and the mo^ture content for this study are 2.852 kg and 59.64%. 
The SET predictions usmg the mput sequences shown in Figure 5.9 are shown in 
Figures 5.10- 5.14, for the coil temperature, surfece temperature, air ten:q)erature, dry and wet 
butt) ten^jeratures, respectivefy. The predictions from SET closefy follow the process at all 
tmes. The results show excellent performance. Thus, SET appears to hold much promise of 
accurate prediction for dynamic MIMO processes. 
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7. Closing Remarks 
In thfe paper we have demonstrated the application of a new, conq>rehensive approach, 
the semi-en^iricai technique (SET) to a real process with four mputs and five outputs and 
shown excellent results. The extension of SET to a MEMO process was accon^lished by 
resohrag some key fesues that mchide selecting the appropriate semi-empirical model form, 
selectmg the proper fimction of mputs to the transfer function that addresses the mteraction 
between, the variables and refying heavily upon the knowledge gamed from using SDOE. This 
ability of SET to accoimt explicitfy for the presence of interactions among the variables fe 
unique. The current approach to semi-empmcal modelmg assumes snnple additivity of mput 
effects. 
The strengths of the proposed approach include usmg relative  ^small nun±er of trials 
(runs) to achieve model identification and parameter estmoation, and an mteO^ent algorithm 
for prediction that has the correct limiting behavior and requires information about the current 
state of the process onty. Th  ^feature makes it easy to code the algorithm and mTnfmizes 
deviations between process and predicted responses without the need for sampled output 
Hata 
Future work with SET wiE involve a complete evaluation of MIMO predictive 
modelmg methodology for SET and for CA, via a smmlation study, and it will mchide a 
conq)arii5on of the currentfy  ^used approach for model identification (pseudo random binary 
sequence) wfth the statistical design approach. Fmally, SET will be embedded m a Model 
Predictive Control (MPQ framework, and the controller performance will be evaluated for 
snnulated as weQ as real systems. 
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CHAPTER 6. NONLINEAR DYNAMIC PREDICTIVE MODELING FULLY 
UTILIZING STATISTICAL EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
A paper submitted to the AIChE Journal 
Nidhi Bhandari and Derrick K. Rollins 
Abstract 
Semi-empirical modeling with its ability to capture process dynamics continuously in 
time can handle well the challenges posed by predictive dynamic modeling. However, 
ciurent semi-empirical predictive modeling can be critically limited because of its model 
representation, its experimental design, and its predictive algorithm. More specifically, the 
current approach cannot address nonlinear response behavior, can only utilize statistical 
experimental design in a very restrictive manner, and can have high inaccuracy when 
predicting from input data only. This work proposes a novel modeling approach that 
overcomes all these limitations. It should be noted that traditional statistical design of 
experiments (SDOE) does not address modeling outputs dynamically as a fcmction of tune. 
The proposed approach overcomes this limitation and allows full use of SDOE m creating 
dynamic predictive models. A simulation study is presented that demonstrates these attributes 
of the proposed approach and its superiority over the current ^proach. 
words; predictive modeling, identification, semi-empirical, multivariable, interaction, 
and design of experiments. 
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1. Introduction 
The increase in the competitiveness of chemical process industries has necessitated 
the need for lowered energy and raw material consumption and improved quality control 
with tighter limits. This stronger control of the process conditions has generated interest in 
the use of advanced process control and Model Predictive Control (MFC) is one such 
approach. The idea behind MFC is the use of a model to predict future behavior and then 
utilization of that knowledge to mampulate the input variables so that a cost flmction is 
minimized, resulting in optimal control. The predictive model is the core of the MFC method 
and the success of a particular strategy hence depends on the accuracy of the model. The task 
of model building is also very challenging and time-consuming, so an ideal modeling 
approach would be one that does not require too much data but maintains its accuracy. 
The predictive model is the core of any MFC system and the success of the algorithm 
depends heavily on the qtiality of this model. It therefore becomes imperative to select a 
model structure and a set of model parameters to obtain a model with a high degree of 
accuracy. Practical experience with the development of MFC and other types of model-based 
control has shown that, once an adequate dynamic model has been obtained 80-90% of the 
work is done (Camacho and Bordons, I99S). 
There have been three basic approaches to dynamic predictive modeling. The first is 
the theoretical (or semi-theoreticaO approach. This approach attempts to obtain models finm 
first principles of physics, chemistry, biology, and other science and engmeerrng knowledge. 
The success of this approach is often limited by an inability to model complex behavior and 
is ofien very exhaustive. The second approach is empirical and is on the other extreme of the 
theoretical approach, requiring minimal knowledge of the scientific principles and relying 
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strongly oa data and the particular method to adequately input/output relationships. 
Several empirical approaches have been applied to predictive dynamic modeling and these 
include: multiple linear regression (Neter et al., 1983), neural networks (Normandin et al., 
1994), radial basis fimctions (Pottman and Seborg, 1992), canonical correlation (Schaper et 
al., 1994), wavelets (Carrier and Stephanopoulos, 1998), ARMAX modeling (Holcomb et al., 
1995), and convolution modelmg (Marchetti et al., 1983). All the empirical methods model 
and predict in a discrete maimer, requiring relatively Sequent sampling for inputs and outputs 
as well as constant and equivalent sampling at each interval. These sampling reqiiirements 
are often difScult to achieve which can strongly restrict modeling accuracy. 
Dynamic semi-empirical modeling methods fit fimctions continuously overtime and, 
therefore, do not have the sampling requirements as empirical methods mentioned above. We 
define dynamic semi-empirical model functions (almost al-ways non-linear in parameters) as 
fimctional model forms that have the characteristics of first principle modeling. Hence, they 
will be continuous fimctions of time, hi addition, their parameters will have physical 
meaning. This class includes forms such as first-order (FO), second-order (SO), and first-
order-plus-dead-time (FOPDT), among others, hi addition, these model functions depend 
only on input variables and do not require measured outputs for prediction. Another 
advantage of this approach is that the model forms have an intelligent basis, which lessen its 
dependence on data for fitting as compared to empirical methods. 
Current semi-empirical modeling (see Ogunnaike and Ray, 1994), also called transfer 
fimction modeling has several critical limitations that can severely effect predictive 
acctirac^ . Firstly, the current approach (CA) cannot address non-additive 0.e., mteractive) 
and nonlinear response behavior as a fimction of inputs (Le., process variables), hiputs have 
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an interactive effect on a response when a given change in an input variable affects the 
change in the response differently depending on the level of another inpxit variable. Secondly, 
the CA uses a sub-optimal experunental design called a pseudo-random binary sequence 
(PRBS) that is incapable of providing information to model nonlinear response behavior as a 
fimction of process variables (i.e., inputs). Furthermore, since the CA is only able to address 
linear response behavior, the only type of SDOE that it could benefit firom would be a low-
resolution design that would keep onfy the individual effects of process variables 
distinguishable (the statistical term is "non-confoimded"). Hence, the CA is not able to fully 
utilize the powerfiil method of SDOE for data collection. Thirdly, the CA uses an input 
sequence of all past input changes that causes an inflation of modeling error, especially when 
measured outputs are not used for correction of predicted outputs. 
To address the limitation of dynamic semi-empirical modelmg, Rollins et al. (1998) 
proposed a method that they call the semi-empmcal techm'que (SET). They addressed single-
input, single-output processes, and introduced an algorithm to decrease modeling error by 
using only the most recent input change for predicting future output response. Rollins et al. 
(1999) demonstrated the ability of SET to accuracy predict output behavior with complex 
dynamics such as under-damped behavior and inverse response behavior. The ability of SET 
to predict very accurately with high measurement variance and unmrasured output is shown 
in Rollins and Bhandari (2000). Rietz and Rollins (1998) applied SET to a level controlled 
process operated by a distnbuted controlled system and demonstrated the simplicity of 
implementation of the algorithm for both open-loop and closed-loop processes (also see 
Rietz, 1998). The first application of SET to a multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) 
process was to a shnulated continuoxis stirred tank reactor (CSTR) with two inputs and two 
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outputs (Bhandaii and Rollins, 1999). This study compared SET and the CA algorithms and 
showed the superiority of the SET algorithm in prediction accuracy. The first demonstration 
of SET to exploit SDOE was on a highly instrumented household clothes dryer with four 
inputs and five outputs (Bhandari et al., 2000). CA was not included in this study because of 
its inability to treat batch processes. 
One of the most critical abilities of SET is to accurately predict output behavior when 
it is highly nonlinear over the input space, which includes strong interactive behavior. 
However, we have not demonstrated this ability in any previous MIMO study because the 
processes were fairly linear. Hence, the main objective of this article is to demonstrate the 
ability of SET to predict accurately when highly dynamic processes have strong 
nonlinearities. In addition, this study show CA's inability to accurately predict under these 
conditions and demonstrate other CA limitations as compared to SET. The process that this 
study uses is a simtilated CSTR with seven inputs and six outputs. 
Another highly attractive attribute of SET is its ability to fully exploit SDOE. On the 
one hand this allows efScient experimentation which is important fix)m a cost and modeling 
point of view. However, this ability has much broader implications. More specifically, the 
development of SET has propelled the area of SDOE to include continuous dynamic 
modeling. Traditionally, SDOE is a steady state methodology and is not taught to treat 
dynamic situations. Nonetheless, although not generally taught this way, one could combine 
SDOE with the statistical area of time-series modeling and analysis and teach the 
development of discrete time models. For the situation where models are linear in the 
ultimate response, the model identification step would not pose any major difficulties. 
However, for the nonlmear situation, which includes interactive behavior, model 
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identificatioa may not be practical or within the ability of this combined approach. This is 
because time-series models (i.e., ARMAX models) are basically discrete versions of 
continuous transfer function models and thus, are limited to linear system. One could try to 
overcome this limitation by including terais for nonlinear behavior but the number of terms 
and coefGcients to be estimated, even for the simplest situation, could be overwhelming. 
Thus, this approach does not seem practical and is not really a competitor to the approach we 
are proposing. By being a continuous dynamic modeling approach, SET keeps the nimiber of 
estimated coefBcients small. This attribute, together with its unique way of addressing non­
linear behavior in a transfer function context, gives SET the unique ability of being a 
dynamic SDOE approach. 
In the next section, we describe and compare the attributes of SET and the C A in 
detail. Following this discussion we give a detailed description of the CSTR that we use in 
the comparative study. This description is followed by a discussion of SET model 
development for this process, in which our procedure for experimentation, model 
identification, and parameter estimation is laid out Similarly, in the section to follow we give 
the details of CA model development for this study. The subsequent section presents the 
comparative study between the CA and SET and we give concluding comments in the last 
section. 
2. Proposed Approach 
This section describes the attributes of the semi-empirical technique (SET) Rollins, 
et al., 1998) in detail. We begin by summarizmg the advantages of SET (Bhandari et al., 
1999) below: 
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1. Appears to be the only semi-empirical approach that can take fiiU advantage of 
statistical design of experiments (SDOE). 
2. Appears to be the only semi-empirical approach that allows the inputs to the 
transfer fimctions to be functions themselves, which can include terms for 
interactions. 
3. Models dynamic parameters as functions of inputs over the input space. 
4. Models steady state parameters as fimctions of inputs over the input space. 
5. Uses a sophisticated algorithm that is simpler to implement than current methods 
and minini7.es the effect of error propagation due to modeling and measurement 
errors. 
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 are block diagram representations (including the equations) of the 
current approach (C A) and the proposed approach (SET), respectively, for a two-input, two-
output system. These figures will help one to understand the critical differences of these 
approaches and the attributes of SET mentioned above. First focusing on CA (Figure 6.1) we 
see that the inputs are process variables and four transfer functions are needed to represent 
the input/output relationships. 
Y. 
A. 
G, O Gj 
Y, = GiXi+G3X2 
Y2 = G2XI+G4X2 i 
G, ^  
Figure 6.1 The block diagram representation (with their equations) of CA for a two-
input, two-outpat system. Inpats to tbe blocks taxprocess variables and 
the models in the ultimate responses are addUive and incapable of 
addressing interaction terms. 
r 
Y, 
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From a modeling viewpoint this means that CA is not capable of incorporating 
interactive behavior (e.g., terms like XtXz) and hence considered as simply "additive" (i.e., at 
steady state, Y = aiXi + aaXa). Therefore, for CA model development, the only practical 
SDOE would be a low resolution SDOE that assumes significance of only the main effects. 
In contrast, for SET (Figure 6.2) the inputs to these transfer functions are 
functions of the process variables and only two transfer fimctions are required to represent 
the input/output relationships. Therefore, interaction effects and other effects could be 
represented by these input functions and hence, modeled. Furthermore, this approach is able 
to use any type of SDOE one chooses. Note that SDOE has its roots in steady state modeling. 
The reason that it can maintain its advantages in this dynaimc setting is due to the fact that 
the models for the ultimate changes in output responses are conditionally linear in the 
parameters (i.e., the gains). 
fiCXnXz) "77" Yi 
G, 
Yi=G,*fiPC,, X2) 
Y2=G2'f2(Xi, X2) 
f2(Xi,X2) Y2 
Lr2 >-
Figure 6Jt The block diagram representatioii (with their equations) of SET for a 
two-input, two-output system. Inputs to the blocks are functions of 
process variable and the models ui the ultunate responses are capable of 
addressing interaction and other nonlinear terms. 
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The use of SDOE makes it possible to efficiently gather information over the 
complete multidimensional input space. SET uses the dynamic response data collected for 
each experimental run (data measured at a certain sampling rate fixim the initial steady state 
to the final steady state for each trial) to accomplish several modeling objectives. Firstly, 
SET uses the dynamic response curves to visually select the dynamic semi-empirical form as 
typical of semi-empirical approaches. Secondly, SET uses the ultimate response data for each 
trial to obtain fimctional relationships (using linear regression) between the steady state 
response parameters (i.e., the gams) and the process variables. In this exercise, terms like 
X1X2 can be evaluated for significance. Thirdly, SET uses the dynamic data for each trial to 
estimate the dynamic parameters (e.g., the time constants and dead tunes) and then obtains 
fimctional relationships (also using linear regression) for the dynamic parameters if they vary 
over the input space. If the variation is not large, we have found that the average value of a 
dynamic parameter will provide a sufficiently good estnnate of that parameter. Carrying out 
these three steps results in the complete models that are then embedded into the SET 
algorithm. It may be that this is not the first suggestion to model gains and time constants 
over the input space (although this is the first suggestion to our knowledge). However, the 
critical emphasis here is to do this modeling over an input space created by a statistically 
designed experiment 
Because of the different viewpomts for CA and SET, the identification approach used 
for CA and SET also differs. While model identification for SET requires finding the 
appropriate semi-empirical models by visual inspection, the semi-empmcal models for CA 
are selected by trial and error. Furthermore, since in the case of CA, each output needs a 
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semi-empirical model fonn for each input, one might have to go through several 
combinations of models using trial and error before an adeqxiate fit is obtained. Flowcharts 
depicting the model development steps are given in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 for CA and SET 
respectively. 
Quit 
Accurate Fit? 
Select the pxq SEM forms 
Select p inputs, q outputs 
PRBS Experimental Design 
Collect experimental data 
Develop fitted models firom data 
Yt— Gi,i Xt + ....+ Gi,p X, 
Yq Gq,l Xi + + Gq,p Xj 
Figure 63 Steps in semi-empirical model identification for CA 
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Quit 
Statistical Design of 
Experiments 
Select 
p inputs 
q outputs 
Collect experimental data 
Obtain the ftmctions for the 
ultimate change in responses 
Select the q SEM forms and obtain 
dynamic parameters using NLR 
Yi = fi(Xt,...^ )Gi 
Figare 6.4 Steps in semi-empirical model identification for SET 
The SET algorithm is a procedure that predicts output response using the fitted semi-
empirical models in a way that depends only on the most current value of the input vector. 
This is in. contrast to C A, which uses current and all (or most o^  the previous input changes. 
The advantage of using the most recent input change for each, variable is greater accuracy 
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when modeling errors and measurement errors can accumulate over time. For an example of 
this propagation phenomenon for CA see Bhandari and Rollins (1999). Note that if this error 
propagation phenomenon is not significant and input series use is advantageous, one can still 
use it with SET as verified by Figure 62. For an input change occurring at time ti a generic 
representation of the SET prediction algorithm is given by Eq. 6.1: 
Fort>ti, 
Y(t)=%,)+(f(X(ti):»-Y(tl) + Y(0))g((t-t,);9)s(t-t,) (6.1) 
where Y(t) is the predicted output response at time t, 
Y(0) is the measured value of the output at the initial time 0, 
X(ti) is a vector that contains the values of the input variables at time ti, 
P is a vector that contains the estimates of the coefficients in the model used for 
calculating the steady state (ultimate) response as a function of the inputs, 
f(X(tt);P) is the function that computes the change in the ultimate response for input 
X(ti), 
6 is a vector that contains the estimates of the dynamic parameters determined finm 
the current input conditions, 
g(t - tt;9) is the semi-empirical non-linear fimction that computes the dynamic 
portion of the response such that as t qo, the fimction, g->^ l, and 
S(t - tt) is the shifted unit step function. 
Note that at ti, Y(t)=Y(ti)»and as t -• Y(t)-»- Y(0) + f(X(ti);P). Thus, the 
algorithm provides proper initial and limiting behavior. See Rietz and Rollins (1998) for a 
modification of the algorithm to include online meastired output data. However, since 
measurement noise is filtered out during parameter estimation, only in situations of very high 
measurement accuracy will the use of output data give modest improvement in accuracy over 
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the unmeasured situation as illustrated in Rollins and Bhandari (2000). Next, we present the 
process used in this study. 
3. The Process 
The process used in this study is the mathematically simulated continuotis stirred tank 
reactor (CSTR) illustrated in Figure 6.6. Since the main purpose of this article is to 
demonstrate the ability of SET to handle non-linear and interactive effects in the ultimate 
responses in a MEMO setting, the process must exhibit these kinds of behavior. The multi-
component CSTR offers a variety of input variables that can be independently varied. The 
second order exothermic reaction taking place in the CSTR gives strong non-linear and 
interactive behavior. A valve on the outlet stream makes the system self-regulating. 
As an example of the type of behavior this system produces. Figure 6.5 shows the 
nonlinear and the interactive effects of the feed flowrate of A (qAf) and the feed concentration 
of A (CAT) on the tank temperature. As shown, the ultimate tank temperature gives nonlinear 
response behavior for both the low and the high levels of CAT, and the response for low CAT 
goes through a maximum. The interaction effect is support by lack of parallelism of the two 
response curves. 
Reactants A and B enter the CSTR as two different flow streams and form product C. 
The reaction rate is given by Eq. 6.2 below. Note that the rate constant, k, has Arriienius 
temperature dependence. 
E 
(-IA.) = (-rB) = ^ CaCB = M ^CACB (6:1) 
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-^Ca-high 
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391 
-15 -10 -5 0 5 
Feed A flowrate (l/min) 
10 15 
Figure 6  ^ The nonlinear and interactive effects of q^r and Cat on the tank 
temperature 
The process model consists of the overall mass balance, component (A and B) mole 
balances, the energy balance on the tank contents, and the energy balance on the contents of 
the jacket. The contents of the reactor and the jacket are perf^ y mixed and there are no heat 
losses. All the streams have the same density and heat capaciQr, which do not change with the 
stream compositions. 
^^ =^p(qAf+qBf-q) 
q = C.fm|—= 
V  G .  V S .  
(63) 
(6.4) 
d(AhCA) 
dt 
(6.5) 
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dCAhCe) 
dt 
(6.6) 
d(Ayg> = (-qCc)-lcoe '"•C^ Cb 
dt 
-^ -^^ p^  = pCp[qAf (TAT -Tref )+qBf (^ Bf -Tn.{-)-q(T-Tief)] 
+(-AH)koCACBe +PcCpcqc 
d(PcCpcVcTc) 
dt 
~Pc^ pc^ cC^ ci )^'^ Pc^ pc1< 
h'A' 
j_g~l''cPeCpc, 
( h'A' 
j_glqcPcCpc. 
(Tc-T) 
(T-TJ 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
The schematic of the process is shown in Figure 6.6. The nominal (steady state) values for 
the variables are given in Table 6.1. 
qAf 
TAT 
CAT 
-cxy 
iBf 
Tsf 
Cflf 
Figure 6.6 Schematic of the CSTR process 
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Table 6.1. Nommal values for process conditions for the CSTR 
Variable Symbol Nominal value (units) 
Feed A fiowrate qAf 125 ilfs) 
Feed B fiowrate Qof 70 (//s) 
Stream A inlet temperature TAT 350 (K) 
Stream B inlet temperature Tar 350 (K) 
Stream A inlet concentration CAT 1.6 (mol//) 
Stream B miet concentration Car 2.0 (mol//) 
Initio Outlet fiowrate QB 195 (//s) 
Initial Tank volume v„ 195 {/; 
Initial Tank level h,s 0.570375 (m) 
Concentration of A CAM 0.466964 (mot//) 
Concentration of B Can 0.159272 (moW) 
Concentration of C CCM 0.558677 (mol//) 
Tank Temperature T„ 394.4421 (K) 
Coolant Temperature Tc« 372.1161 00 
Coolant volume Vc 50(/) 
Coolant fiowrate qc 150(^hiin) 
Coolant inlet temperature Td 350 (K) 
Densities P,Pc 1000 (g/0 
Specific heats ac« lcal(g-' K") 
Pre-exponentfal &ctor ko 7.2 X 10^" (mm-') 
Exponential &ctor E/R 9.98x10^00 
Heat of reaction 
-AH l.2xl0^(calmor') 
Heat transfer characteristics h'A' 7.0xl0'(calmin-'K") 
4. SET Model Development 
This section gives the sequential procedure we used to obtain the fitted semi-
empirical models to apply SET in this particular study. Note, however, this procedure can be 
followed in general to apply SET in other predictive modeling problems. 
The first step was the selection of the input variables. This selection involved 
identifying all the variables that affected the outputs that can change over time. Hence, for 
this process, the variables associated with the inlet reactant streams met this requirement, 
which include the flowrates, the temperatures, and the concentrations. The mput variables we 
chose to include in this study were the feed fiowrate of A (qA^ , the f^  temperature of A 
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(TAO, the feed concentration of A (CAT), the feed flowrate of B (qsr), the feed temperature of 
B (TbO, and the feed concentration of B (CBf). The coolant flowrate (qc) to the jacket was 
also an input The output variables we chose for this study were the concentrations of species 
A, B and C CA, CB, and Cc, respectively) in the reactor, the temperature (T) and liquid 
level (h) in the reactor and the coolant temperature (Tc) in the jacket. 
The next step required defining the input space, sometimes also referred to as the 
operability region. The lower and upper limits on the input variable were chosen so that they 
covered the complete operating range. Within this input space, multiple levels of input 
variables are chosen via the experimental design to capture critical nonlinear behavior over 
this input space. 
A complete factorial design, requiring 3^  = 2187 trials, which allows detection and 
modeling of ail possible interactions and quadratic behavior, is obviously, unrealistic in real 
situations. Hence, we chose an optunal design that enables the testing and estimation of all 
main effects, two factor interactions and quadratic effects. The chosen experimental design 
meeting these criteria was a Box-Behnken design with replicated center points. The design 
consisted of three levels for each input variable that we designated firom low to high (i.e., 
coded) as -1,0, and 1. The values for each level are given in Table 62. 
Table 6J2 The coded levels for each input variable. 
Ihpat Variable Coded Levels 
Cunits) -1 0 1 
Feed-A flowrate, q^f O/mrn) m 125 132 
Feed-A concentration, CAr(niol/0 IJ25 1.6 1.675 
Feed-A temperature^ TAT (K) 346S 350 358.5 
Feed-B temperature, TerCK) 3465 350 358.5 
Feed-B flowrate qgr (lAnm) 71J 70 73S 
Feed-B concentration. Car (mol/0 13 2.0 2.1 
Coolant flowratev qcG^i^) 137J 150 1623 
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The total number of experimental trials (i.e., runs) for our design was 62. The center 
point implies setting each input to level 0 and was replicated in this study to give an estimate 
of the standard error. The 62 design points are given in Table 63a. and 63b. 
Each experiment consisted of ruiming the simulation with the input variables set to 
Table 6 Ja. The input combinations (trials) for the experimental design -
Run 1 to Run 33(coded values) 
Run No. qAf CAT TAT <lBr CBT qe 
I 0 0 0 -1 -I -I 0 
2 0 0 0 I -I -I 0 
3 0 0 0 -1 I -I 0 
4 0 0 0 I I -I 0 
5 0 0 0 -I -I I 0 
6 0 0 0 I -1 I 0 
7 0 0 0 -I I 1 0 
8 0 0 0 1 I 1 0 
9 -I 0 0 0 0 -I 
10 I 0 0 0 0 
II -1 0 0 0 0 I 
12 I 0 0 0 0 t -I 
13 -I 0 0 0 0 -I I 
14 I 0 0 0 0 -I I 
15 -I 0 0 0 0 I I 
16 I 0 0 0 0 I I 
17 0 -I 0 0 -I 0 -I 
18 0 I 0 0 -I 0 -I 
19 0 0 0 I 0 -I 
20 0 I 0 0 I 0 -I 
21 0 -I 0 0 -I 0 I 
22 0 I 0 0 -I 0 I 
23 0 -I 0 0 I 0 I 
24 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 
25 -I -I 0 -I 0 0 0 
26 I -I D 0 0 0 
27 -I I 0 -I 0 0 0 
28 I I 0 0 0 0 
29 -1 0 I 0 0 0 
30 I -I 0 I 0 0 0 
31 -I I 0 I 0 0 0 
32 I I 0 I 0 0 0 
33 0 0 -I -I 0 0 -I 
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Table 3b. The input combinations (trials) for the experimental des  ^-
Run 34 to Run 62 (coded values) 
Run No. QAF CAT T^r Tet <lBr CBT QE 
34 0 0 I -I 0 0 -I 
35 0 0 -I I 0 0 -I 
36 0 0 1 I 0 0 -I 
37 0 0 -I -I 0 0 I 
3S 0 0 I -I 0 0 I 
39 0 0 -I I 0 0 I 
40 0 0 I I 0 0 I 
41 -I 0 -I 0 -I 0 0 
42 1 0 -1 0 -I 0 0 
43 -I 0 I 0 -I 0 0 
44 I 0 I 0 -I 0 0 
45 -I 0 0 I 0 0 
46 I 0 -I 0 I 0 0 
47 -I 0 I 0 I 0 0 
48 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 
49 0 -I -I 0 0 0 
50 0 I -1 0 0 0 
51 0 -I I 0 0 -I 0 
52 0 I I 0 0 -I 0 
53 0 -I -I 0 0 I 0 
54 0 I -1 0 0 I 0 
55 0 I 0 0 I 0 
56 0 I I 0 0 I 0 
57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
59 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
61 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
62 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
values for that nin and then recording the oxitputs dynamically. The semi-empirical model 
fotntis were selected by a visual inspection of the dynamic responses of the outputs. The fitted 
responses for other runs show the same excellent behavior but slightly different parameter 
estnnates are obtained for each run. For each output except the tank level a second order 
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overdamped model with a lead term was xised (i.e., identified). We used a first order model 
for the tank level. 
Mathematically, the semi-empirical models for the output variables are given below 
by Eqs. 6.10 - 6.15. 
Concentration of species A: 
CA(t) = CA.o +AC"(qAf,CAf.TAf.TBf,qBf,CBf,qc) 1 + 
.^ AI -•^ AlJ 
e + 
Concentration of species B: 
CB(t) = CB,0 +ACB(qAf,CAf,T^ ,TBf,qBf.CBf.qc) 
Concentration of specks C: 
Cc(t)=Ce,o +^ Cc{qAf«CAf,T^ ,TBf,qBf,Cgf,qc)j 1 + 
Tank temperature: 
T(t) =To +AT"(qAf,CAf,TAf,TBf,qBf»CBf,qc) 
p t 
-•^ BI e + 
L^ BI -•^ 82. 
tea 
-•^ Ct -•CC2 
A^a •^ A2 
A^2 ~ ^AI. 
B^a -tB2 
.fB2 "•"^ 81 
"fCa-~*C2 
."^ 02 -^ a 
(6.10) 
*B2 (6.11) 
(6.12) 
- t 
1 + •^ Ta "•^ Tl e ^ TI J. T^a ~^ T2 
-•^ Tl ~'^ T2. JT2 -•f-n. 
t 
*T2 (6.13) 
Coolant temperature: 
Tc(t) =Tc.o •'"^ Tc"(<lAf'CAftTAf,TBf,qBf»CBf,qc) 1 + T^Ca ~%a 
.•^ TO ~'^TC2 
e + 
Tank level: 
fi(t) = ho + A.h"(qAf ,CAf »Ty ,^TBf ,qBf .Cgf ,qg) 
T^Ca~ •^ TC2 
."^ 102" "•^ TO 
t 
[ — e 
*TCI (6.14) 
(6.15) 
Note that all the above equations are of the form: 
Y'f(t) = Yj 0 •«- AYi"(q^  .T^ f »<lBf»1c)fei(t»®)] (6.16) 
where the first term, Yi,o. is the initial value of output L The term AY" denotes the ultimate 
change for output /, f.e., it is the change in output i&om its initial value to its final value (i.e.. 
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as time goes to oo). The last term, gi(t,0) gives the dynamic dependency over time for output i 
as embedded in the semi-empirical fomi chosen. 
Representative responses for CA, CB, and Cc are shown in Figures 6.7 - 6.9, 
respectively. Similarly, T, Tc, and h responses for the same run (Run 7) are shown in Figures 
6.10 - 6.12, respectively. In all, for this six-output smdy, we fit 336 semi-empirical forms 
(i.e., 6 outputs times 56 nms). Note that, the six center points did not change the process 
inputs from the initial steady state. Thus, since there were no significant changes in the 
output variables for these trials, there was no need to fit model forms. Figures 6.7 - 6.12 give 
typical performances for these fits. As shown by these figures, the fits are quite good, even 
for the complex under-damped and inverse response cases. 
0.48 
• Tnieresponse 
Fitted response 
0.4 
0 2 3 4  5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
Time (mm) 
Fiigiire 6.7 The dynamic responses of Ca. for Run 7. The fitted curve b generated by 
using a second order model with a lead term and the parameters (TAJ» xku 
ta2) are estimated using nonlinear regression. 
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Figare 6.8 The dynamic responses of Cb for Run 7. The fitted curve is generated by 
using a second order model with a lead term and the parameters (tea, tbi* 
"Cbi) are estimated using nonlinear regression. 
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Figure 6.9 The dynamic response of Cc for Run 7. The fitted curve is generated by 
using a second order model with a lead term and the parameters (rca* tci» 
tc2) are estimated using nonlinear regression 
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Figure 6.10 The dynamic responses of T for Run 7. The fitted curve is generated by 
using a second order model with a lead term and the parameters (TTU TTI, 
'^ T2) arc estimated using nonlinear regression. 
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Figure 5.II The dynamic responses of Tc for Run 7. The fitted curve is generated by 
using a second order model with a lead term and the parameters (ttou 
XTCI* 'CTO) are estimated using nonlinear regression. 
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Figure 6.12 The dynamic responses of h for Run 7. The fitted curve u generated by 
using a first order model and the parameter (Cb) u estimated using 
nonlinear regression. 
The dynamic parameters (t's) for the semi-empirical models are obtained using non­
linear regression to fit the dynamic responses for each run. The dynamic parameters do vary 
&om run to run and Imear regression or some other modeling method can be used to account 
for the change in parameters with changing process conditions. However, we did not find this 
to be critically necessary to obtain adequate fits in this study. Hence, we just used the 
averaged values of the dynamic parameters in the SET algorithm. These values are given in 
The ultimate changes in the output variables were modeled as fimction of the inputs 
using linear regression. The models had linear as well as non-linear terms that were 
significant, indicating the presence of interactive effects. 
Table 6.4. 
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Table 6.4 Estimates of the dynamic parameters 
Parameter 
(units) 
Estimate 
(min) 
Parameter 
(units) 
Estimate 
(min) 
Parameter 
(units) 
Estimate 
(min) 
Parameter 
(units) 
Estimate 
(min) 
A^a 1.12789 "CBI 0.73274 0.68226 "Cxca 0.09144 
1.09043 0.72041 
•^ Ta 0.51751 "^ TCl 0.51828 
tA2 0.09043 Tea 0.20557 Trt 0.67437 "CTCI 0.58789 
"^ Ba 0.49701 0.68226 •^ 12 0.66042 th 1.91034 
The ultimate change function for any output i is in general foim by Eq. 6.17 below: 
AY" =Pi^ o +PuqAf +Pi4^ Bf •'"Pr.eCBf +Pi,7qc 
"•"Pi,8flAf +Pi,9^Af +"'"^'Pu3C|f +Pu4qc (6.17) 
••-PusflAfCAf +Pu6lAfTAf + —+Pi^ <lBfQc +Pi35CBf^ c 
Not ail the terms in Eq. 6.17 are significant for all the outputs, indicating that the interaction 
effects of the inputs are different for different outputs. The parameter estimates for all the 
outputs are summarized in Table 6.5. The statistically significant terms are highlighted in 
bold. 
5. Current approach 
The current approach (C A) to dynamic semi-empirical modeling uses a traditional 
transfer fimction approach (see Ogunnaike and Ray, 1994). The response of the process 
output to a change tn a single input variable determmes the form of the semi-empiricai model 
to be used for that particular input-output combination. Selection of the semi-empirical 
model form fixes the transfer fimction of the process. Thus model identification requires 
finding semi-empirical models for all possible input-output combinations simultaneously. 
That is, if a process has /^ -inputs and ^-outputs, then the number of transfer functions 
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Table 63 Estimates for parameters in the model for ultimate changes in the outputs 
Output (0 CaCU CB(2J Cc{3) T(4) US) h(6) 
Term parameter) 
Intercept •8JE-18 -3.8E-18 I.4E-18 -3.2E-I6 •6.4E-17 -t.465E.I8 
0.004343 -0.00229 -0.0014 -0.0489 •0.0244 0.00585 
-4^4)6 2.98E-05 -l.lE-05 -0.00126 -0.00063 1.5E4)5 
C«{Pi.2) 0J549i8 -«J8602 QJ8602 22.7359 11313Z 0 
CatH Pf .9) 0^563 0288S89 -0.28859 -23.0388 -11.4714 I.7613E-15 
T«(p{.j) -0.00647 -0.00647 0.00647 0.97746 0.48638 0 
T*r'(Pi,io) 0.000191 0.000191 -0.0002 -0.0152 •0.0076 .2.517E-19 
Tsr(pH) -0.00363 -0.00363 0.00363 034848 0^7292 0 
V(Pf,u) 
<tof(Pi^) 
6.26E-05 6J6E-05 -6E-05 -0.005 •0.0025 12664E-19 
-0.01313 -0.0013 0.00787 0.68841 0J4255 0.00585 
<lBt^ (Pi.i2) 9.6E )^5 3J2E-05 •6.9E-05 -0.00485 •0.00242 1.5E-0S 
Caf(Pj,6} -0.45112 -0.09206 0.45112 35.8842 17.8563 0 
Car'(Pi .13) 0.063242 0.063269 -0.06326 -5.09016 -2.53681 9.7324E.16 
<fc(P|.7) 0.001054 0.001054 <0.0011 -0.1629 -0.0843 0 
<fe'(Pi,l4) 4.9IE-06 4.91E.06 •4.9E-06 -7E-05 -5.2E^05 6.2773E-20 
<lAf*CAf(Pj.|S) 0.007165 0.005321 -0.0053 -0J9II6 -0.19466 0 
4.73E-05 4.73E-05 -SE-OS -0.00106 -0.00053 0 
qAf*TBr(Pi,t7) 5J7E4)5 5J7E-05 -5E-05 •0.0048 -0.0024 0 
qArx(lBr(Pt>it) 4.58E-06 -2.2E-05 7J9E-06 0.000901 0.000448 3E-05 
<Uf Pi »I9) O.OOIS26 -0.00032 -0.00153 •0.07166 -0.03565 0 
qAf*qe{Pi.2o) -1.7E-05 -t.7E-05 1.7E-05 0.001626 0.000813 0 
CtfxTAf ( P j ,2!) 0.011772 0.011772 -0.0118 •0.9365 -0.466 0 
CAf*TBf(Pi,22) 0.00613 0.00613 -0.0061 •0.4869 -00423 0 
C«xqBr( Pi ,23) •0.00475 -0.00146 0.001462 0.147197 0.073241 0 
CAfxCar(Pi,24) 0.046617 0.046617 -0.04663 -3.70877 -1.84558 0 
CAr*qc(Pi,25) -0.0013 -0.0013 0.001297 0.064194 0.030345 0 
Tu-XTBTCPJ ,26) 0.00023 0.00023 -0.0002 -0.0183 •00)091 0 
TATxqBrCPi.rr) OJX)0171 0.000171 -0.0002 -0.0146 -0.0073 0 
rAfxCarCPi.Ts) 0.007586 0.007586 -0.0076 -0.6035 -0J003 0 
TAfXCfe(Pi,29) -I.2E-05 -t.2E4)5 4.2E-0S 0.001523 0.000684 0 
TarxqBr(Pi.3o) 3J5E-05 3J5E-05 -3JE-05 0.000463 0.00023 0 
TatxCarCPitji) 0.003778 0.003777 -0.00378 -0J004 -0.1495 0 
Tarxqt(Pt J2) -2.6E-05 -2.6E-05 2.6E-05 0.00101 0.000459 0 
ilKxCar(P{,jj) 0.000571 0.00386 -0.00057 0.005092 0.002534 0 
iBrxqi(Pi^) -9JE-06 -93E-06 925E.06 •0.00029 -0.0002 0 
Cat*qc(Pf»3s) •0.00032 -0.00032 0.000318 -0.03797 -0.02147 0 
* Note terms ui bold are statistically significant at 95% level 
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need to be simultaneously identified is pq. For our situation, with 7-inputs and 6-outputs, 42 
transfer functions need to be identified simultaneously. 
For MIMO situations, the experimental design traditionally used for the purposes of 
model identification is the pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) approach. In this 
approach, the inputs are switched from a low value to a high value and vice-versa at random 
times commonly following a uniform distribution. Thus, this design attempts to look at the 
effect of each input at two (binary) levels. By making the changes at random times, some 
changes are close together in time and they provide information about the dynamics, while 
other changes are far apart and provide information about the gains. From a statistical point 
of view, a PRBS is a sub-optimal fractional factorial design. Optimality in this context is the 
idea of obtaining the maximum amount of information for a minimum number of process 
changes. Another critical limitation of a PRBS design is that is does not provide infomiaton 
to model curvilinear effects of the inputs on the ultimate responses since this requires at least 
three levels of input changes. Similarly, and as critical, a PRBS design does not allow 
estimation of interaction effects. 
The PRBS used in our study for CA is shown in Figure 6.13. The process and the 
fitted responses for the output variables for CA using the PRBS design are shown in Figures 
6.14-6.19 for CA, CB, CC, T, TC and h, respectively. The results fi»m model identification 
obtained from PRBS are siunmarized in Table 6.6. 
Figures 6.14 to 6.19 represent the training fits for CA in this study. As shown, the 
quality of the fitted responses varies widely. The worse fits are actually better than we would 
have predicted given the strong nonlinear and interactive behavior of th^  process. We 
wodced diligently to obtain the best fits for this case and f^ l that they are about as good as 
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Figure 6.19 The process and the Htted response for h obtained from the PRBS shown 
in Figure 6.13 
possible. The tank level response fit is excellent because this case is truly linear and first 
order. 
The fitted models for CA, as represented in Table 6.6, constitute the complete fitted 
CA model for this study. This model will be used to predict CA dynamic and ultimate 
behavior for the output variables, given changes in the input variables. As stated previously, 
the ultimate change in the ith output, AYt°°, is an additive effect of all the input changes. If 
AXj is a single step change in the jth input, then, 
AY® = KuAXi +K2iAX24-"+K7jAX7 = S KjiAX.- (6.18) j=i 
where Kji is the gain for the semi-empirical model representing the effect of mput J on output 
i, respectively. 
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Table 6.6 Summary of the semi-empirical models identified using the PRBS design. 
OUTPL rrm 
INPUT (n om CB(2) Cc(3) H(6) TT(4) Tc(5) 
qAF(l) MODEL: 
SO witii lead' 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: 
FO  ^
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL:SO 
with lead 
IC=0.0049022 K =0.0002261 K=-0.003658 K=0.005748 K=M).07349I IC= .^072805 
Ta =3.6329965 Ta =4.4409183 TA =0.7585042 T=1.911669 TA=32.48347 TA=3238026 
T, =1.4437774 T, =0.8789672 T, =0.7703089 T,=4.4395633 T, =6.770140 
T, =1.4435667 Tj =0.8789407 T2=0.77(n788 T2=4.4393024 T2=6.770021 
Cat (2) MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
N / A  MODEL: FO MODEL:FO 
K=0..856I959 K=M)2936338 K=03179427 K=26.961727 K=26.56001 
Tx =3.0349302 TA =63723557 TA =2.7711771 T=2.0960610 T=73689854 
T, =0.4334434 T,=L6008354 T, =2.1131657 
T, =9.4460425 T2 =73071398 T2= .^81T2182 
TAT (3) MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
N / A  MODEL :FO MODEL: FO 
K=M).0053395 K=M).0058889 K=0.0065971 K=1.1442749 K=0.6754983 
TA =6.9491547 Ta =5.937821 TA=t 1.171939 T=0.9855929 T=1.4598820 
T, =3.0880466 T, ^ .8151795 T, =9.0432707 
T,=1.837913 T,=1.8732222 T2=I2266224 
TBF(4) MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL:SO 
with lead 
N / A  MODEL :F0 MODEL:F0 
K=-0m05376 K =-0.008921 fC=0.0066796 K=0.6I98929 K=0.2I768I2 
Ta =13921667 TA =1.5116779 TA =03297601 T =1.1223397 T=1.0302I% 
t,=1.4560503 T, =0.9781407 T, =1.6109504 
t, =3.0525477 T, ^ .9828511 T2 =0.6567653 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: 
FO 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
K=-0.0220549 K=-0.0206555 K=0.0207979 K=0.005681 K=t.9501380 K=0.8402037 
Ta =2.4522608 TA=1.I713942 TA =3.1255781 T=I.900650 TA=6.504998 TA =7.076920 
T, =3.5779379 T,=5.7149526 Tt =3.680385 T,=1.5668911 T, =1239544 
T7= .^6078403 T,=5.239C34 T2=33837881 T2=12.21719 T2=n.43196 
CBF(6) MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
N / A  MODEL :FO MODEL: FO 
IC=03814802 K.=0.1077533 K=OJ068823 K=59202843 K=53.979343 
TA =10.144957 TA =-9.150918 TA =-0.050219 T=I.I961759 T=2.2490104 
T, =4.0188427 T, ^ 8747959 Ti =0^272616 
T,=4.0 195638 T,=2.8749276 T2=0.4722774 
qc(7) MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
MODEL: SO 
with lead 
N / A  MODEL :FO MODEL:FO 
K=0.0031053 K =0.0014553 K= )^.00I5038 K=M).154074 K=-0.069322 
TA =0.6511767 TA=a0154893 TA =2.1017319 T=0.9570762 T=0.6720748 
T, =1.9821203 T, =2.4111291 T, =2.2651264 
T2=I.9KI86I Tz ^ 4111418 T2 =^611318 
'Second order model with a lead term 
F^irst order model 
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To predict the process response to a series of input changes, the sequence of changes 
made to the input is represented as a sxmi of incremental changes. For simplicity let us 
assume all the changes are step changes. Therefore, the magnitude of each step change is the 
difference between the current and the previous value of the input Then using the principle 
of superposition, the change in the output at any time, is a resultant of all the changes that 
have occurred until that time. For example, let be the ^  change in the input Xj 
occurring at time tj^ i. The subscript] refers to the input, varies from 1 to 7, and is specified in 
Table 6. Let the steady state value of the input Xj be Xj^ . Then input Xj from time 0 to time k 
is given by Eq. 6.19 where S(t) denotes a unit step function at time t. 
Xj(t) = Xj^ +A'XjiS(t-tjx) + A'Xj2S(t-tj2) + ". + A'XjkS(t-tjk) (6.19) 
Incorporating Eq. 6.19 into the semi-empirical models (obtained from Figures 6.13 -
6,18) gives the CA algorithm. For any output, Yt, where i varies from I to 6 (and is specified 
in Table 6) the dynamic r^ ponse is given by: 
Yi(t) = Yo + S 
ri 
rKji[A'Xj,gji((t.tj,);eji)s(t-tji)+A'Xj2gji((t-tj2);eji)s(t-tj2)+ (620) 
One critical difference between the SET and CA algorithms is that the CA algorithm 
requnes retaining all the previous input changes. This not only causes the equation to become 
unwieldy, but the memory requirements can theoretically be limitless. Although we do not 
have direct knowledge, we suspect that in practice, implementation likely involves 
elimination of changes far in the past based on accuracy requirements. 
I l l  
6. Results of the Study 
In this section we compare the predictive performance of SET with CA. All the input 
variables are changed arbitrarily, within the input space, as a series of step changes as shown 
in Figure 6^ 0. This sequence can also be referred to as the test sequence. The output 
responses predicted by both approaches are given in Figures 6.21 - 6.23 for concentration of 
species A, B, and C, respectively. The process responses for the coolant temperature, the tank 
temperature, and the tank level are given in Figures 6.23 - 6.25, respectively. 
The performance of SET is clearly much more accurate than CA for the concentration 
and the temperature responses as seen in Figures 6.21 - 6.25. As seen, SET deviates very 
litde from the process while CA deviates substantially in every case but tank level. The 
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concentration and the temperature responses have very significant nonlinear and interactive 
behavior as supported by the number of these terms that are significant in Table 6.5. Hence, 
these plots support the inability of CA and the ability of SET to fit well in under these 
conditions. 
The accurate prediction of tank level &r CA is not surprising (Figure 6.26). This is 
because the tank level response depends on only the inlet flowrates of A and B, in agreement 
with the CA model, and because the nonlinear and the interactive effects are only slightly 
significant (see Table 6.5). Hence, an additive model is sufficient in the case of tank level 
and is the reason that CA performs well for this response. 
7. Concluding Remarks 
This article has demonstrated the superiority of the proposed method (the semi-
empirical technique, SET) over the current approach (CA) for modeling continuously in time, 
nonlinear and interactive dynamic response behavior for MIMO systems. This ability exists 
because SET is able to include any fimctional form of multiple linear regression with transfer 
fimction modeling, which is not possible with traditional transfer fimction modelmg. In 
addition, SET is not restricted to any type of ecperimental design and can fiiUy use designs 
from the field of statistical design of ecperiments (SDOE). However, if there is an. advantage 
to using a design type such as a pseudo random binary sequence, SET can also be used with 
this design. Other advantages of SET are that it seeks to model ultimate response behavior 
over the input space as well as dynanuc parameters. FmaHy, the SET algorithm seeks to 
minimize the effect of error propagation fiwm modeling errors by limitmg the use of past 
mput changes. 
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la a general sense, SET opens the area of SDOE to the possibility of treating 
dynamics and developing from design data models that not only represent steady state 
behavior but also dynamic behavior. To do this, those that teach SDOE will need to 
recognize the different types of dynamic behavior and be able to select the appropriate model 
form. This is not a difBcuIt requirement since the number of forms is relatively small and 
easy to identify. Chemical engineers will not find this to be a problem since this training 
commonly occurs in undergraduate process control courses. Hence, it is our hope that SET 
will find its way into engineering statistics courses covering SDOE as well as into process 
control courses teaching dynamic modeling. 
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9. N^otation 
C, Cpc Specific heats 
CAT Stream A inlet concentration 
Csf Stream B inlet concentration 
CASS Concentration of A 
CBSS Concentration of B 
Ccss Concentration of C 
E/R Exponential factor 
hss hiitial Tank level 
h* A' H^ t transfer characteristics 
ko Pre-ecponential factor 
qc Coolant flowrate 
qss Mtial Outlet flowrate 
q^ f Feed A flowrate 
117 
qef Feed B flowrate 
TAf Stream A inlet temperature 
Tef Stream B inlet temperature 
Tci Coolant inlet temperature 
Tcss Coolant Temperature 
Tss Tank Temperature 
Vc Coolant volume 
Vss Initial Tank volume 
X(t) Vector of input variables 
Y (t) Predicted value of output variable at time t 
p, pc Densities 
-AH Heat of reaction 
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
1. Conclusions 
The need for tighter control on processes, both for economic and environmental 
reasons, has fiieled the drive for advanced control techniques. Model based control has 
shown considerable promise in addressing this need. MFC involves using a predictive model 
of the process, and based on those predictions, the control moves are calculated so as to 
minimize some objective fimction. The quality of control has a direct dependence on the 
quality and accuracy of the predictive model. 
The need for accurate models is imperative. The majority of the models used in MPC 
are empirical in nature and, as such, suffer from the disadvantage that they have no 
phenomenological basis. Since they rely on data to capture process behavior, an enormous 
amount of data is required. Using limited data may result in models that will only fit a part of 
the input region well and, hence, predict well in that region only. Another requisite for 
empirical models that the variables be sampled at a constant rate. As discussed in Chapter 2, 
some methods (e.g., multi-scale methods) are able to deal with different sampling rates for 
different variables, but the requirement of constant sampling rate for those variable still 
holds. 
As we have seen, the semi-empirical modeling approach offers an attractive 
alternative to the empirical modeling as mentioned m Chapter 2. And based on that idea, SET 
was conceived- hi its introductory application, SET was developed for a single-input, single-
output (SISO), simulated CSTR. Having shown excellent performance, it was applied to 
more comply simulated dynamic processes and to a real process. The results from those 
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efforts showed that SET was now poised for extension to multiple-input, multiple-output 
processes. 
The main focus of this woric has been extending SET to MIMO processes. Several 
questions arose which had to be answered as a part of this approach. One side issue was that 
of large measurement noise, and as was shown in Qiapter 3, the model identification 
effectively filters out the noise during estimation and prediction accuracy can be maintained 
by not utilizing noisy output measurements. 
The first step was to look at a two-input, two-output system as presented in Qiapter4. 
A relatively simple process was used, as the main purpose was to demonstrate the superiority 
of the SET algorithm over that used by the current approach (CA). The issue of interaction 
among the inputs was also addressed. 
Chapter 5 presents the results of the successful application of SET in a MIMO setting 
to a real batch process. It was also the first time that SET was revealed as a comprehensive 
modeling fiamework which encompasses experimental design, identification, and estimation 
and prediction algorithm. Novel model representations were introduced which rendered it 
possible to include interactive and nonlinear effects. 
The results firom a complete comparison of SET and CA are presented in Chapter 6 
for a simulated CSTR. The task of model identification is greatly simplified in the case of 
SET because only one semi-empirical model (SEM) form is required for each outptrt. On the 
other hand, for CA, the number of SEMs to be identified is the number of inputs tmes the 
number of outputs. The use of statistical ^ erimental design over PRBS makes the detection 
and estimation of significant interactions possible. As seen, there are significant interactions 
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in the process, which cannot be accounted for by CA. Finally, the prediction algorithm for 
SET maintains it accuracy, while predictions from CA are very off fix)m the true response. 
2. Future Work 
With the successful extension of SET to MIMO processes, it is now ready to be 
embedded in a MFC framework. However, there are a number of issues that will have to be 
addressed before the technique can be implemented on a real industrial process. 
The question of best statistical design does not have a single fixed answer. In our 
applications we have used a central composite design and a Box-Behnken design. This is one 
issue that needs further examination, so that the best possible design for a particular situation 
can be chosen and a scheme for systematically making that choice established as a part of the 
SET framework. 
Another aspect that needs to be considered is the identification task, which uses 
nonlinear regression (NLR) to get parameter estimate and mvolves a lot of repetitive woric. 
For this research, NLR was done manually for each output for each run, but a more 
intelligent way of obtaining the estimates will greatly reduce the time and effort required. 
The dynamic parameters are obtained for each run and can be modeled as functions of 
the input levels, if they vary over the input space. It was seen that the dynamic parameters 
(e.g., Ta, associated with each output have some correlation and as such should be 
modeled together. A multivariate technique such as principal component analysis or partial 
least squares caimot be used smce the input levels are set by designed expernnents and they 
form an orthogonal mput space. A new £^ proach needs to be developed to adchress this issue. 
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Considering all the issues that will have to be addressed while applying SET to a real 
process, it needs some degree of expertise fix>ni the people involved in that task. Expert 
systems offer a possible solution to this problem, where all the different parts of the SET 
methodology can be systematically integrated. 
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APPENDIX A. DYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR THE DRYER PROCESS 
The estimates of the dynamic parameters were calculated using the dynamic data with a least-square 
approach. The dynamic equation was written for the semi-empirical model chosen and using some initial 
guesses for the parameters, fitted values were generated. Then the sum of the square of the deviations 
between the measured response and the fitted response was minimized to obtain the parameter estimates. 
The values for all the runs for all the output variables are summarized in Table A.1 and Table A.2. 
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Table A.1 The summary of the dynamic parameters obtained for each run of the experiments 
(performed on the dryer described in Chapter 5) for three output variables, namely, 
coil temperature  ^air temperature at heater exit, and surface temperature. 
COIL 
TEMPERATURE 
OUTPUT 1 
AIR TEMPERATURE 
OUTPUT 2 
SURFACE TEMPERATURE 
OUTPUTS 
RUN Tc Till 0. 
1 0.16547 2.7181 0.384738 3.385269 0.090211 2.356554 
2 0.1466 2.149 0.3407 2.4929 0.17885 1.9119 
3 0.16864 2.96279 0.417473 3.496324 0.187295 2.250061 
4 0.15487 2.46755 0.363903 3.013562 0.20555 2.14299 
5 0.1606 2.66747 0.379552 3.351431 0.12298 2.13292 
6 0.15272 2.11375 0.341588 2.467129 0.18877 1.91621 
7 0.16597 Z8617 0.387747 3.424623 0.14052 2.22429 
8 0.15418 2.6673 0.364262 3.28611 0.15721 2.2514 
9 0.17583 2.24479 0.37188 2.82867 0.18885 2.33339 
10 0.15906 2.55285 0.37849 3.151533 0.1606 2.221 
11 0.16893 2.66087 0.37669 3.15301 0.1628 2.2024 
12 0.1822 2.89821 0.41238 3.48728 0.16506 2.32173 
13 0.14857 2.48254 0.3454 2.92793 0.13013 2.00687 
14 0.16864 2.9634 0.41713 3.497 0.190798 2.245764 
15 0.1476 2.4925 0.3645 2.8612 0.16997 1.9098 
16 0.14232 3.06115 0.389881 3.736641 0.142925 2.28613 
17 0.15036 2.66544 0.37325 3.14919 0.15933 2.07739 
18 0.17684 2.24479 0.37188 2.828867 0.11874 2.23476 
19 0.14512 2.59161 0.3685 3.228312 0.14325 1.9187 
20 0.1654 4.01216 0.596656 4.760698 0.131885 2.306288 
21 0.16409 2.96609 0.401906 3.569852 0.19165 2.26527 
22 0.1747 2.51345 0.381037 3.0012 0.20984 2.32776 
23 0.19043 12.8926 0.48809 14.44381 0.056557 2.720248 
24 0.1508 1.9939 0.3448 2.3577 0.13812 2.0318 
25 0.16777 3.20927 0.39415 3.92236 0.1053 2.42284 
26 0.17166 2.61707 0.3771 3.13846 0.186244 2.377827 
27 0.17945 2.27858 0.3804 2.86948 0.14793 2.38502 
The average values for the parameters are calculated to be: 
Tc = 0.16292 
Taa = 3.03514 
1^=038941 
Ta2 = 3.62331 
0s=0.155 
=^2.21412 
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Table The summary of the dynamic parameters obtained for each run of the experiments 
(performed on the dryer described in Chapter 5) for two output variables, namety, wet 
bulb temperature and dry bulb temperature at dryer outlet. 
WET BULBTEMPERATURE 
OUTPUT 4 
DRY BULBTEMPERATURE 
OUTPUTS 
RUN TwZ 0w Td CD
 
a
 1 
1 21.14 10.548 8.653 0.7337 4.47235 1.11849 
2 329.185 339.47 2.9956 0.526 3>t119 0.669 
3 59.462 37.478 5.759 0.6518 4.40639 1.05704 
4 10.1967 6.29352 5.4065 0.544 4.07426 0.40096 
5 19.3067 13.2946 5.6506 0.375 4.01022 0.73985 
6 7.4876 4.34535 3.345317 0.745 2.69253 0.77359 
7 18.005 12.32 6.857 0.7986 4.48514 1.92682 
8 37.166 37.7789 3.486 0.358 3.49082 0.29114 
9 23.461 12.7401 5.5335 0.177 2.79467 1.23076 
10 11.27 6.001844 6.0017 0.348 3.46611 0.52153 
11 55.3765 34.4256 4.8 0.1185 3.85119 0.38989 
12 122.805 64.41637 5.471 0.035 4.45747 0.43862 
13 21 24 2.685 0.452 3.06138 0.55348 
14 48.316 31.466 5.84 0.612 4.34587 1.09034 
15 76.486 78.625 2.912 0.798 3.4568 1.1644 
16 73.7 66.35 3.851 0.174 3.61442 0.0302 
17 6.533 4.6854 46861 0.879 3.58278 0.81168 
18 17.6 9.087 5.531 0.113 3.0448 0.30185 
19 15.568 12.247 3.989 0.276 3.32598 0.38884 
20 4.973962 4.08125 4081255 0.85353 3.18478 0.91387 
21 12.4975 8.5407 6.67473 0.135 3.83229 0.24957 
22 376.971 426.854 2.8534 0.2408 2.75494 0.27839 
23 171.344 138.198 3.996 0.609 4.5847 1.20306 
24 5.1235 4.1298 3.0908 0.77 3.4959 0.9999 
25 40.83 21.218 6.476 0.4074 4.02679 0.54322 
26 20.861 16.693 4.829 0.4106 4.16301 0.60036 
27 9.67 6.20908 6.21072 0.40232 2.55709 1.17819 
The average values for the parameters are calculated to be: 
Twa = 59.684 
Twi =53.018 
Tw2 = 4.8765 
e«r = 0.465 
Td = 3.653 
0d=0.7357 
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APPENDIX B. DYNAMIC PARAMETERS FOR THE MIMO CSTR DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER6 
The estimates of the dynamic parameters were calculated using the dynamic data with a least-square 
approach. The dynamic equation was written for the semi-empirical model chosen and using some mitial 
guesses for the parameters, fitted values were generated. Then the sum of the square of the deviations 
between the measured response and the fitted response was minimized to obtain the parameter estimates. 
Since Runs 57-62 are the center points, they did not change the process and hence no dynamic response was 
obtained for those nms. The values for Run I to Run 56 for all the output variables are summarized in Table 
B.l to Table B.6. 
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Table B.1 The summary of the (fynamic parameters obtained for Run 1 to Ron 56 of the 
experiments (performed on the CSTR process described in Chapter 6) for the output 
variable. Concentration of species A, C\ 
CONCENTRATION OF SPECIES A IN THE REACTOR (CA) 
RUN 
^A« TAX TA2 RUN Xas XA! tA2 
1 3.49058 2.24013 2.2417 29 1.55518 1.11952 1.118 
2 3.19851 2.16161 2.1636 30 1.35375 1.33958 1.3381 
3 3.50219 1.9555 1.957 31 2.48567 1.37447 1.3779 
4 1.48961 1.24273 1.2497 32 0.35789 0-12147 1.0992 
5 2.27573 1.72356 1.6583 33 0.35789 0.12147 1.0992 
6 2.52518 1.44183 1.3724 34 -0.032 0.39851 0.3977 
7 3.18545 2.07761 2.2511 35 -0.0465 0.45056 0.4498 
8 2.13959 1.53706 1.5372 36 -0.0148 0.35288 0.3521 
9 -28.334' 0.3345 1.5722 37 -0.0586 0.65737 0.6574 
10 2.26042 1.51661 1.5143 38 -0.0477 0.39452 0.3945 
11 2.26042 1.51661 1.5143 39 -0.0686 0.45395 0.4539 
12 .^5146 0.21234 0.8901 40 -0.0304 0.34966 0.3497 
13 -0.528 0.32203 0.9961 41 -0.1468 0.7476 0.7476 
14 0.06204 0.89593 0.4708 42 0.05382 0.54905 0.549 
15 0.09836 0.45603 0.456 43 2.21129 1.08325 1.0834 
16 -163.89* 0.73632 0.7248 44 2.48853 1.80415 1.8038 
17 -2.7851 0.32838 1.017 45 0.98715 0.45232 0.4498 
18 3.10291 1.24614 2.9633 46 3.13929 1.47232 1.4724 
19 3.06582 1.09391 2.9914 47 1.82491 1.31789 1.318 
20 -0.3704 0.62453 0.2827 48 2.20006 1.62172 1.6215 
21 -0.395 0.55416 0.5542 49 -0.2342 0.62949 0.6295 
22 0.37704 0.72382 0.7239 50 0.08697 0.58055 0.5806 
23 1.1276 1.12752 1.1276 51 0.56644 0.56631 0.5664 
24 -2.9689 0.54065 0.5407 52 0.61409 0.98226 0.9824 
25 3.67769 0.674 0.6744 53 5.17148 0.37019 0.3702 
26 3.79248 1.92133 1.9212 54 0.20125 0.60995 0.3999 
27 2.49606 2.01043 2.0101 55 0.15455 0.51827 0.5197 
28 1.65883 1.18217 1.1811 56 -0.1929 0.32421 0.3246 
* The fbllowmg have been omitted while calculatung the average. 
The average values for the parameters are calculated to be: 
TAa= 1.12789 
TAI=1.09(H3 
Ta2= 0.09043 
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Table The summaiy of the dynamic parameters obtained for Run 1 to Run 56 of the 
experiments (performed on the CSTR process described in Chapter 6) for the output 
variable. Concentration of species B, Cg 
CONCENTRATION OF SPECIES B IN THE REACTOR (CB) 
RUN TB. XBI TB2 RUN tBa TBI TB2 
1 -0.4662 0.5753 0.5753 29 -0.9894 1.10758 1.1076 
2 1.52177 0.53218 0.5317 30 1.41164 1.41193 1.4114 
3 -0.1188 0.41021 0.4102 31 -0.1137 0.27502 0.2751 
4 0.19595 0.58948 0.5895 32 -0.0369 0.13316 0.8752 
5 0.0822 0.63093 0.631 33 -0.0639 0.61365 0.6137 
6 -0.0798 0.32376 0.3237 34 -0.0314 0.37546 0.4211 
7 1.14636 0.40085 0.6851 35 -0.0465 0.45021 0.4502 
8 -0.429 0.35828 0.3583 36 -0.0398 0.48438 0.2058 
9 -1-4168 1.41145 0.3203 37 -0.0588 0.65736 0.6574 
10 1.67088 3.25458 0.1376 38 -0.0502 0.34269 0.4451 
11 9.79361 1.84327 1.8434 39 •0.0686 0.45407 0.4539 
12 -0.2917 0.20909 0.9095 40 -0.0309 0.31661 0.3825 
13 -0.7753 0.26298 0.263 41 -0.1345 0.52573 0.9598 
14 1.64292 1.64425 1.6419 42 -0.26 0.47671 0.4767 
15 1.64292 1.64425 1.6419 43 2.42749 1.08171 1.0809 
16 -1.4448 0.28653 1.3292 44 0.43863 0.61275 0.6127 
17 -1.0564 0.32948 1.0075 45 0.2247 0.67298 0.673 
18 0.17617 0.37663 0.3767 46 3.30459 1.48452 1.4843 
19 0.55937 0.29825 0.2982 47 -0.2481 0.25653 0.2566 
20 -0.2505 0.46939 0.4694 48 -0.0566 0.49101 0.4911 
21 -0.2828 0.56506 0.565 49 -0.17 0.6342 0.6342 
22 5.47076 0.49599 0.4968 50 -0.2601 0.50607 0.5061 
23 1.95279 1.29702 1.2999 51 1.0034 0.66304 0.6637 
24 -1.0151 0.57137 0.5613 52 1.26238 0.98219 0.982 
25 0.05858 0.73189 0.7319 53 0.0888 0.56127 0.5613 
26 3.63007 2.04014 1.7501 54 1.36546 0.86818 0.8716 
27 0.56099 1.03064 1.0306 55 -0.237 0.29558 0.2956 
28 -3.1474 1.35818 1.3581 56 -0.1291 0.3573 0.3573 
The average values for the parameters are calculated to be: 
TB. = 0.49701 
TBI=0J3274 
tb2 = 0.72041 
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Table B3 The summary of the dynamic parameters obtained for Run 1 to Run 56 of the 
experiments (performed on the CSTR process described in Chapter 6) for the output 
variable, Concentration of species C, Cc 
CONCENTRATION OF SPECIES C IN THE REACTOR (Cc) 
RUN Tci TC2 RUN TCa Tci TC2 
1 -0.0411 0.61655 0.6166 29 2.89141 1.11224 1.1111 
2 -0.067 0.66245 0.6625 30 4.46666 0.54374 3.0553 
3 -0.0377 0.44341 0.4435 31 2.06731 1.33601 1.3359 
4 -0.2611 0.66156 0.1716 32 -0.19 0.14862 0.7885 
5 -0J2353 0.91352 0.2426 33 -0.0639 0.61368 0.6137 
6 -0.0061 0.37959 0.3789 34 -0.032 0.39811 0.3981 
7 -0.0881 0.66479 0.6641 35 -0.0465 0.45021 0.4502 
8 -0.0142 0.48651 0.4857 36 -0.0147 0.35254 0.3525 
9 -0.4108 0.81293 0.8121 37 -0.0734 0.63553 0.6355 
10 0.04668 0.46074 0.46 38 -0.0477 0.39452 0.3945 
11 0.04668 0.46074 0.46 39 -0.0686 0.45398 0.454 
12 -0.0921 0.58291 0.582 40 -0.0304 0.34967 0.3497 
13 -0.1151 0.67024 0.6693 41 -0.1301 0.74805 0.748 
14 -0.003 0.43622 0.4356 42 -0.0408 0.52154 0.5215 
16 0.00701 0.38599 0.3855 43 2.29711 1.08544 1.0795 
16 -0.4232 0.75892 0.7584 44 5.72347 0.87647 0.8762 
17 -0.0755 0.68018 0.6795 45 -0.1821 0.60362 0.6036 
18 6.31827 0.88963 0.9102 46 3.20849 1.47758 1.4776 
19 -0.1998 0.19362 0.9328 47 -0.0039 0.41878 0.3887 
20 -0.0938 0.23802 0.7817 48 -0-1559 0.78553 0.1515 
21 -0.0672 0.46907 0.7174 49 -0.034 0.64665 0.6467 
22 -0.1892 0.27226 0.9375 50 -0.0538 0.5434 0.5434 
23 2.88383 1.40937 1.4096 51 -0.1989 0.74872 0.7487 
24 -0.1523 0.93591 0^856 52 2.0336 0.98219 0.9822 
25 -0.1856 0.95449 0.477 53 -0.092 0.50787 0.5078 
26 -0.0263 0.41207 0.412 54 -0.4094 0.88023 0.8804 
27 -18.579 2.6083 0.2549 55 -0.0178 0.41367 0.4138 
28 2.75744 1.27855 1^772 56 0.01328 0.43944 0.4396 
The average values for the parameters are calculated to be: 
Tea = 020557 
Tci = 0.68226 
tc2 = 0.68226 
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Table B.4 The summary of the dynamic parameters obtained for Run 1 to Run 56 of the 
experiments (performed on the CSTR process described in Chapter 6) for the output 
variable. Temperature of the tank contents, T 
TANK TEMPERATURE (T) 
RUN 
'CTa Tn tT2 RUN ^Ta Tn TT2 
1 0.03086 0.51705 0.517 29 1.79886 0.94043 0.9588 
2 -0.6389 0.34371 0.7095 30 0.90978 1.06585 0.8679 
3 2.22812 1.38713 1.3872 31 1.68336 1.08865 1.0887 
4 0.06286 0.67723 0.1566 32 1.42775 1.11291 1.113 
5 0.10119 0.70727 0.2785 33 0.11192 0.54545 0.5454 
6 0.05083 0.34244 0.3424 34 1.51589 1.08682 1.0868 
7 •0.9696 0.37948 0.6763 35 1.82333 1.25046 1.2505 
8 0.00176 0.29285 0.4921 36 0.13669 0.31057 0.4785 
9 -0.9911 0.27424 1.1906 37 0.12662 0.5634 0.5634 
10 -0.0801 0.32564 0.3256 38 0.0756 0.37343 0.3734 
11 -0.0042 0.33496 0.335 39 0.06322 0.40706 0-4071 
12 -0.0573 0.71655 0.2254 40 0.07936 0.44334 0.2645 
13 -0.0348 0.73009 0.3395 41 0.10235 0J3269 0.532 
14 2.2621 1.35974 1.3598 42 0.05562 0.45325 0-4532 
15 2.78396 1.32819 1.3282 43 1.52932 0.91817 0.9182 
16 -0.9863 1.05853 0.2603 44 0.92148 0J5827 0.7584 
17 -0.3238 0.79138 0.3263 45 0.18277 0.54431 0.5443 
18 1.77632 0.8031 0.8031 46 2.2417 120357 1.2036 
19 -0.0017 0.21179 0.733 47 0.05035 0.3559 0.3559 
20 -0.0206 0.29085 0.5695 48 0.00596 0.169 0-6411 
21 -0.0044 0.48453 0.4845 49 0.07477 0.55548 0-5555 
22 0.00973 0.68325 0.305 50 0.06554 0.47166 0.4717 
23 2.06606 1.14024 1.1403 51 0.13638 0.26336 0.2634 
24 -0.3292 0.60233 0.3507 52 0.11765 0.33875 0.3388 
25 0.06789 0.70913 0.5088 53 0.10322 0.465 0.465 
26 2.34086 1.38473 1.3847 54 1-15698 0.7624 0.7625 
27 1.16188 1.16271 1.1611 55 0.02684 0.24122 0.484 
28 1.92771 1.06281 1.0628 56 0.02684 0.24122 0.484 
The average values for the parameters are calculated to be: 
Tea =0^ 1751 
?ci= 0.67437 
Tc2 = 0.66042 
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Table The summary of the dynamic parameters obtained for Run 1 to Run 56 of the 
experiments (performed on the CSTR process described in Chapter 6) for the output 
variable  ^Temperature of the Coolant, Tc 
COOLANT TEMPERATURE (Tc) 
RUN Xxca txci 'CTC2 RUN Xtc* 'CTCI TTC2 
1 -0.0411 0.61655 0.6166 29 289141 1.11224 1.1111 
2 -0.067 0.66245 0.6625 30 4.46666 0.54374 3.0553 
3 -0.0377 0.44341 0.4435 31 206731 1.33601 1.3359 
4 -0.2611 0.66156 0.1716 32 -0.19 0.14862 0.7885 
5 -0.2353 0.91352 0.2426 33 -0.0639 0.61368 0.6137 
6 -0.0061 0.37959 0.3789 34 -0.032 0.39811 0.3981 
7 -0.0881 0.66479 0.6641 35 -0.0465 0.45021 0-4502 
8 -0.0142 0.48651 0.4857 36 -0.0147 0.35254 0.3525 
9 -0.4108 0.81293 0.8121 37 -0.0734 0.63553 0.6355 
10 0.04668 0.46074 0.46 38 -0.0477 0.39452 0.3945 
11 0.04668 0.46074 0.46 39 -0.0686 0.45398 0.454 
12 -0.0921 0.58291 0.582 40 -0.0304 0.34967 0.3497 
13 -0.1151 0.67024 0.6693 41 -0.1301 0.74805 0-748 
14 -0.003 0.43622 0.4356 42 -0.0408 0.52154 0.5215 
15 0.00701 0.38599 0.3855 43 2.29711 1.08544 1.0795 
16 -0.4232 0.75892 0.7584 44 5.72347 0.87647 0.8762 
17 -0.0755 0.68018 0.6795 45 •0.1821 0.60362 0.6036 
18 6.31827 0.88963 0.9102 46 3.20849 1.47758 1.4776 
19 -0.1998 0.19362 0.9328 47 -0.0039 0.41878 0.3887 
20 -0.0938 0.23802 0.7817 48 -0.1559 0.78553 0.1515 
21 -0.0672 0.46907 0.7174 49 -0.034 0.64665 0.6467 
22 -0.1892 0.27226 0.9375 50 -0.0538 0.5434 0.5434 
23 2.88383 1.40937 1.4096 51 -0.1989 0-74872 0.7487 
24 -0.1523 0.93591 0.2856 52 2.0336 0.98219 0.9822 
25 -0.1856 0.95449 0.477 53 -0.092 0.50787 0.5078 
26 -0.0263 0.41207 0.412 54 -0-4094 0.88023 0.8804 
27 -18.579 26083 0.2549 55 -0.0178 0.41367 0.4138 
28 2-75744 1.27855 1.2772 56 0.01328 0.43944 0.4396 
The average values for the parameters are calculated to be; 
^rQL = 0.09144 
"Ctci ~ 0.51828 
XTC2 = 0.58789 
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Table B.6 The summary of the dynamic parameters obtained for Ran 1 to Run 56 of the 
experiments (performed on the CSTR process described in Chapter 6) for the outpat 
variable, tank level, h 
TANK LEVEL (h) 
RUN Th RUN Th 
1 1.9196 29 1.89705 
2 1.9196 30 1.99891 
3 1.97634 31 1.89705 
4 1.97634 32 1.99891 
5 1.9196 33 * 
6 1.9196 34 * 
7 1.97634 35 
8 1.97634 36 * 
9 1.89705 37 * 
10 1.99891 38 # 
11 1.89705 39 
12 1.99891 40 * 
13 1.89705 41 1.87316 
14 1.99891 42 1.97634 
15 1.89705 43 1.87316 
16 1.99891 44 1.97634 
17 1.9196 45 1.9196 
18 1.73784 46 2.02266 
19 1.97634 47 1.9196 
20 1.97634 48 2.02266 
21 1.9196 49 * 
22 1.9196 50 •-
23 1.97634 51 • 
24 1.97634 52 *-
25 1.89705 53 • 
26 1.99891 54 * 
27 1.89705 55 * 
28 1.99891 56 *-
* There was no dynamic response for that run. Hence it was not used for obtaining the average. 
The average value for the parameter is calculated to be: 
Th = 1.94342 
